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for High-Performance Single Engine Cessna Aircra�

ON EACH RAM
OVERHAULED

ENGINE
PURCHASE

SAVE

CESSNA PILOTS ASSOCIATION
MEMBER DISCOUNT

Overhauled Continental Engines
IO-520-F or IO-520-L

• 300 hp (1700 TBO)
•  New nickel cylinders
•  New baffle seal kit included
•  Intercylinder baffles installed
•  Dynamically balanced crankshaft and
 internal gears 
•  Precision balanced rod sets
• Backed by RAM’s Overhauled Engine
 TBO Warranty

• 310 hp (1600 TBO)
•  New nickel cylinders
•  New baffle seal kit included
•  Intercylinder baffles installed
•  Dynamically balanced crankshaft and
 internal gears 
•  Precision balanced rod sets
• Backed by RAM’s Overhauled Engine
 TBO Warranty

for 
CESSNA U206B/C/D/E/F/G
CESSNA 207/A
CESSNA 210K/L/M/N/R

RAM PREMIUM OVERHAULED

REPLACEMENT
ENGINES

Overhauled Continental Engines
TSIO-520-M or TSIO-520-R
TSIO-520-P or TSIO-520-AF

Overhauled Continental Engines
TSIO-520-M or TSIO-520-R

•  310 hp (1600 TBO)
•  RAM upgrade STC
•  New nickel cylinders
•  New baffle seal kit included
•  Intercylinder baffles installed
•  Dynamically balanced crankshaft and   
 internal gears 
•  Precision balanced rod sets
•  Improved reliability and Increase resale value
• Backed by RAM’s Overhauled Engine
 TBO Warranty

Go NEW for about the cost of an overhaul!

•  Factory new Lycoming O-320
 160 hp D2J engine
•  New McCauley propeller
•  160 hp RAM STC
•  Lycoming customer service and warranty
•  Package shipped worldwide    
 to your installing FBO

for 
CESSNA T210, T206 &  P210

RAM PREMIUM OVERHAULED

REPLACEMENT
ENGINES for 

CESSNA T206 &  T210

ENGINE, PROP, AND STC

310hp UPGRADE  
PACKAGE

CESSNA 172for 

ENGINE, PROP, AND STC

160hp UPGRADE  
PACKAGE
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TOP PROP

PERFORMANCE
 CONVERSIONS

310I-R & T310

210-210C, 205, & 205A
(2-blade)

210K-N (3-blade)

310-310H & E310H
(2-blade)

A188

A185E & F

206 & T206

207 & T207

177B, 177RG Cardinal

170A, B, 172 & 175 w/O-360
(2-blade)

180

182 Skylane (2 & 3-blade)

HARTZELL PROP CONVERSIONS FOR CESSNAS

800-942-7767  | topprop@hartzellprop.com  | www.hartzellprop.com

Improvements over two-
bladed props: Better take-
off and climb performance.
Dramatically lower noise 
levels. Improved appearance.
Improved ground clearance 
and reduced blade tip erosion.

Improvements over two 
and other three-bladed

props: Longer TBO than 
many McCauley props 

(2,400 hour/6 year). All 
conversions include a new 

polished spinner.

208-208B Caravan
106” (3-blade)  96” (4-blade)

All kits include a 3-bladed propeller unless otherwise noted.

R172K Hawk XP
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VIEW OUR ONLINE CATALOG NOW!
• FAA/PMA new and overhauled parts in stock
• Best prices anywhere • Same day shipping

Tel: 800.478.2257 or 803.548.2665  l  Fax: 803.548.6360  l  Email: sales@AircraftExhaust.com

800-4STACKS
We’re

serious
about

exhaust!
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NEWS AND NEW PRODUCTS
 

Turbo Solutions, LLC Earns STC 
Approval for Replacement and 
Retrofit Turbocharger for Cessna 
320 Skyknight Equipped with TSIO-
470 Series Engines

Troy, Michigan, March 1, 2012: Turbo 
Solutions, LLC has earned two Supplemental 
Type Certificates (STC) for retrofitting 
a current production Hartzell Engine 
Technologies turbocharger and optional 
wastegate for the original equipment installed 
in the Cessna 320 Skyknight equipped with 
the TSIO-470 series engines.

The TSIO-470 Cessna 320s were originally 
equipped with the no longer manufactured 
Airesearch / Garrett T-1101 turbocharger that 
is also no longer capable of overhaul due to 
lack of available parts. The same is true for 
the original wastegate system.

The STCs include a Hartzell Engine 
Technologies (formerly Kelly Aerospace 
Energy Systems) TE06 turbocharger, 
Turbocharger Support Bracket, Tailpipe, 
related hardware and optional replacement 
wastegate. The new system meets all original 
published aircraft and engine performance 
specifications.

“The Cessna 320 offers excellent twin engine 
performance and fuel efficiency and the STC 
will offer owners an opportunity to keep their 
Cessna 320s flying while adding value to 
the airframe”, says Michael Burwell, Turbo 
Solutions’ Chief Executive Officer and owner 
of a 320 himself.

Turbo Solutions, LLC worked closely with 
Hartzel Engine Technologies to develop 
the STC and received needed support 
from both Cessna Aircraft Company and 
Teledyne Continental Motors during the early 
development period.

Waterford Aviation, Inc., located on the field 
at Oakland County International Airport 
(KPTK) in Waterford, Michigan

performed the installation and assisted in the 
development of the STC. Waterford will be 
the point of contact for owners contemplating 
the retrofit (Ph 248-666-3333, attn.: Jeff 
Bowers).

Erin Industries of Walled Lake, Michigan 
specializes in metal and tube fabrication 
and fabricated the parts necessary for 
the STC. Turbo Solutions, LLC together 
with Erin Industries, Inc., is seeking Parts 
Manufacturing Authorization for the STC kit.
____________________________________

Grime-Off General Aviation 
Cleaning Products From Aircraft 
Spruce

Aircraft Spruce & Specialty Co. has 
introduced a new line of 100% biodegradable 
cleaning products which are ideal for general 
aviation aircraft. Certified to Boeing Standard 
D-6 for commercial aircraft, Grime Off 
Aviation products are mean, green, and made 
to clean. The product line includes Exterior 
Wash, Surface Cleaning Spray & Wipes, 
Windshield Cleaning Spray & Wipes, Grime 
Off Heavy Duty Degreaser, LubFix lubricant, 
Shield it rust and corrosion protection, 
Simply Soy cleaner/lubricant, Green Carpet 
carpet and upholstery cleaner, Bolt Off rust 
and corrosion remover, Brake Cleaner, and 
Gas Off wipes for removing fuel smells from 
hands and clothing. Made in the USA, the 
Grime Off family of 100% green products 
are perfect for keeping all types and sizes of 
aircraft looking like new. 

For more information, please contact Aircraft 
Spruce at 1-877-4SPRUCE or (951)372-9555 
or see the Grime Off products at 
www.aircraftspruce.com  



Cincinnati Avionics is a division of Eastern Cincinnati Aviation, Inc.
FAA Approved Certified Repair Station #VYTR380B

Located at the Clermont County/Sporty’s Airport (I69) FlyECA.com513.735.9595

affiliated with

Cessna P337H

Specializing in Aircraft Under 6,000 lbs. GW

Cincinnati Avionics

Providing more than just installation, we supply
the documentation and wiring diagrams to make
future service or alterations less troublesome.

Offering a wide range of avionics including 
the Bendix/King, Garmin, Goodrich, AuRACLE 
and Aspen product lines.
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Would you like to have your Cessna 
Aircraft featured on a cover of the 

CPA magazine?
If so, all you have to do is submit 

an in-flight photo of your aircraft, a 
picture of the panel, a ramp photo and 

your “Cover Story”
For information write to:

www.cessna.org/inquiry or 
phone (805) 934-0493

WANTED!
COVER PHOTOS

For the
CPA Monthly Magazine!

McCauley Propeller Systems: Now 
Accepting Direct Orders
WICHITA, Kan., March 26, 2012 —
McCauley Propeller Systems (McCauley), 
a division of Cessna Aircraft Company, 
under new business leadership announces 
market entry into retail sales. Customers 
now have the option of purchasing propeller 
products directly from the OEM or through a 
McCauley Authorized Service Facility. 

Brad White, McCauley's Business Leader, 
commented "after analyzing the General 
Aviation market and economic trends, the 
business decision has been made to alter and 
expand our current distribution strategy to 
accept orders directly from any customer. 
This decision helps ensure that we can deliver 
the best customer service to all potential 
McCauley sales leads." Effective Monday, 
March 26, 2012, McCauley will begin to 
accept orders at catalog price directly from 
any domestic or international customer. 

Historically, McCauley has operated under 
a distribution model in which product has 
been distributed solely through the company's 
Authorized Service Facility network.  

 McCauley will continue to partner with their 
54 worldwide service centers and will now 
operate directly with customers to provide 
McCauley products. 

Customers who choose to buy direct will 
need to comply with the terms and conditions 
at the time of purchase which can be found 
at www.mccauley.textron.com. Customers 
may call 1-800-621-7767 to speak with a 
McCauley sales representative and place 
orders. Orders will be accepted with an 
approved credit card or money wire transfer. 
Warranty will be honored based on the terms 
and conditions and installation in accordance 
to Federal Aviation Administration 
requirements. 

McCauley has been designing and 
manufacturing high-quality propellers for 
more than 75 years, supporting commercial, 
general aviation and defense products with 
propellers and supporting systems. McCauley 
is a division of Cessna Aircraft Company, a 
Textron (NYSE: TXT) company. 



Recently Issued FAA  
Special Airworthiness Information Bulletins
SAIBs can be found at:
http://rgl.faa.gov/Regulatory_and_Guidance_Library/rgSAIB.nsf/MainFrame?OpenFrameSet
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Helping You 
Keep Your Cool

“Make The Wise Choice”

All Marine-Components, No wood!
4-inch diameter Marine Blower,

It’s Cold!
                       Hand built in Arizona,  

                            where it’s hot.

$499.00
+ Tax/Shipping

Crosswindcoolers.com  480-272-5082  Lance@Crosswindcoolers.com

NOTE: 
Watch for your June 
CPA magazine. 

Jim Cavanagh’s third 
part of the series on 
possible replacements 
for aviation low lead 
fuel will appear in 
the June, 2012 issue 
of the Cessna Pilots 
Association Magazine.

SAIB: HQ-12-07R1
SUBJ: Emergency Equipment -    
 Contaminated Iodine Wipes
Date:   March 2, 2012

Introduction

This Special Airworthiness Information 
Bulletin is intended to alert owners and 
operators of all aircraft of the potential that 
first aid kits sold by Avox Systems, Inc. may 
contain contaminated iodine wipes (labeled 
as Applicator, Antiseptic and also referred 
to as iodine or povidine prep pads). This 
revision reflects new service information 
which allows for easier identification 
of affected wipes. The applicability and 
recommendations remain unchanged.

Background

14 CFR 91.513, 14 CFR 121.803, 14 CFR 
125.207, and 14 CFR 135.177 require aircraft 
operated under those parts to have certain 
emergency equipment. This includes first 
aid and emergency medical kits. The FAA 
has been notified by Avox Systems, Inc., 
of potential contamination of certain iodine 
wipes. The wipes are included as antiseptic 
swabs as part of first aid kits. Additionally, 
these wipes were also sold individually and 
as replacement parts. The manufacturer of the 
wipes has issued a recall.

Recommendations

Owners and operators are encouraged to 
inspect their first aid or emergency medical 
kits for Avox Systems, Inc. part number 
70135-00. These parts are known to be 
included in Avox kit numbers including, but 
not limited to, 70001-00, 70002-00, 70003-
00, 70004-00, 74050-00, 74051-00, 74052-
00, 74052-01, and 73777-01. The packages 
may be marked as North PVP Iodine Wipe.
Check the package for the lot number. 
See attached Avox Systems Inc. Service 
Information Letter, SIL-25-01, Revision 
2, dated December 2, 2011, for more 
information, including pictures, on how 
to identify the lot number. Lot numbers 
W349999 and lower are suspect and should 
be replaced. Lot numbers W350000 and 
higher are not suspect and are acceptable as 
is.

For Further Information Contact
Rob Romero, Aerospace Engineer, 2601 
Meacham Blvd., Fort Worth, TX 76137; 
phone: (817) 222-5102; fax: (817) 222-
5960; e-mail: Robert.A.Romero@faa.gov.



• Cessna 140 thru 210
• Precisely formed and trimmed
• Direct replacement - No STC required    FAA-PMA

Aileron and Flap Skins
Better and costs less!

Seat Rails    
Cessna 150 thru 310
Cardinal rails now approved!

FAA-PMA

  New!

Cabin Entry Steps
Alaska bush tough!
Only 2.2 lbs!
Cessna 170 thru 206

Steel Axles
Fits Cessna 170, 180, 185
Stronger than the original
FAA-PMA

Motor Mount Lock Washer
Locks better and costs less!  Cessna 180 thru 414
• Up to four times the locking power
• Eliminates the need for the standard washer

FAA-PMA

FAA-PMA

Improved with bronze bushings for longer life
Save $$ FAA-PMA

Rudder Pedals for Cessna Aircraft

Solve  ap arm wear problems
• Wear washers for SEB 95-3
• Components sold separately or in kits

Flap Roller Kits for Cessna Aircraft

FAA-PMA

Save 30-60%

Flap Track Wear Gauge
Quick and accurate!
Use to determine if Cessna  ap track is worn beyond service limits

Compression Tester Extension
Makes compression testing easy!
Wrench-free extender allows for 
exhaust system and baf ing clearance.

Aluminum Aileron Hinge
• Positive lock pin and precision  t
• Cessna 150 thru 210 
FAA-PMA

Save 30-60%

Solid Wire Vernier Mixture Control
Precise vernier control for less money!
• Fits most carbureted engines
• Trim to exact length       
• 72” or 120” FAA-PMA

 

Fuel Quantity Transmitters
Save hundreds of dollars!
• Cessna 150, 172 thru 210 aircraft
• Stewart Warner direct replacement
• Gaskets and no leak Viton® seals
• No modi cations required
More accurate and lasts longer!
Alcor EGT/CHT Kits
You will regret buying a cheapy!
We are a full Alcor distributor! FAA-PMA

Cessna Engine Controls 
Throttle, prop, mixture and cowl  ap controls
• Solid metal construction
• Superior low friction conduit
• The best made for less! FAA-PMA

FAA-PMA

Intake Hose Heat Shields
• Polished stainless steel for better heat control
• Vibration dampened to prevent cracking 
   and loose rivets

FAA-PMA

Steering Rod Boots
These bad boys can take the abuse!
• Cessna 150, 152, 172, 175, 182
• Kevlar® /  berglass / silicone
• Fatigue and  re resistant FAA-PMA

Cessna Fuel Strainer Parts 
Plunger - Special fuel proof blue Viton® tip!
Fuel bowls and gaskets - Improved materials   
  and anodized for corrosion resistance.
Standpipe - Stainless steel!  
  The last one you will buy!

Only McFarlane has FAA approved fuel proof o-rings!
Overhauled Fuel Selector Valves and Seal Kits

Save!

FAA-PMA control arms, shafts, bearing housings
• Eliminates needle bearing failure
• New elastomer bearing design
• Discontinued OEM parts available

Improved Carb Heat Box Repair Parts

Seat Roller Kits and Seat Stop Kits
Improved strength and longer life
• Cessna 150 thru 210 series aircraft
• Nylatron-GS® rollers
• Acetal® wear washers

FAA-PMASave! FAA-PMA

• Stainless and galvanized
• Cables are pre-stretched and proof loaded
• Custom cables, bulk cable and  ttings 
• We have more stock than Cessna!!
Long life galvanized cables for new production aircraft

Flight Control Cables, Chains & Pulleys          
All Cessna 120 thru 210

Save 10% 
or more with 

complete cable 
and pulley kits!

McFarlane Aircraft Pulley Oil
• Does not dry out and get sticky
• Save the labor of re-oiling the control system every year

www.mcfarlaneaviation.com/CPA
Call for a free catalog!   888.794.5311

FAA-PMA Manufacturer of Quality Aircraft Parts

Cowl Saver™ Baf e Seal Material New!

Free sample!

Friction

McFarlane Aviation Products, 696 East 1700 Road,  Baldwin City, KS  66006
Phone: 785.594.2741   Fax: 785.594.3922   sales@mcfarlaneaviation.com

High Quality, Low Price
• Valves for most makes and models
• Replaceable seals
FAA-PMA or TSO-C76

SAF-AIR Fuel and Oil Drain Valves

®

Control Yoke Universal Joints

Ask about our unique 
gauge for checking 
Cessna rail wear! 

New!
Eliminates slack for precise, responsive control
• Cessna 120 thru 185
• Replace worn or corroded joints

Reduces airframe vibration and stops cowl damage!  
You can feel the difference!
Reduces transfer of damaging 
engine vibration to the 
cowl and airframe.

FAA-PMA

Elevator/Rudder Bushings and Bearings
Solves all  t problems!
Cessna 120 thru 177 
FAA-PMA

FAA-PMA New!

Steering Rods
Long life springs!
Cessna 150, 152, 172, 175, 182

FAA-PMA

CPA 11-2009.indd   1 11/6/2009   3:29:38 PM

Chosen for value and service

PA
referred

irparts

SAVE 25-85%
off list price!

CESSNA
Parts

Airframes
Accessories

Air Filters
Engine

OHC Rotables
Propellers

and much more!
We can look up part numbers for 

Caravans, Singles, Twins, and 
Citations

Preferred Airparts, LLC
Div. of JILCO Industries

800-433-0814
Toll Free, U.S. & Canada

Tel. 330-698-0280, FAX 330-698-3164
sales2@preferredairparts.com
SALES HOURS 7:15am to 8:00pm EST.

www.preferredairparts.com
Free inventory Search!

We Buy Worldwide
We buy inventories of new surplus 
parts for nearly anything that flies. 
Also tired or damaged Cessna twins, 
Caravans, Citations, engines and 
propellers.

Gene Hembree is our buyer. Please contact him at 
330-698-0280 ext.224 gene@preferredairparts.com

We are 

Cash 

Buyers!

Scan here to get 
our parts app!
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Custom Engine Overhauls
New Cylinder / Camshaft Options

Balanced & Dyno Tested

“A TOP RATED SHOP” _Aviation Consumer, April 2005
Flat Rate Prop Strike Inspections and Repairs • Dynamic Propeller Balancing While You Wait

FAA Repair Station YYBR664L

March 2010

Member
Discounts

The following advertisers 
provide special discounts to 
Cessna Pilots Association 

members.  

Air Research 
www.wingxstol.com

Airplane Things: 
10% discount
www.airplanethings.com

Eagle Fuel Cells: 
Free installation kit &
free shipping
www.eaglefuelcells.com   

Mtn View Aviation: 
5% discount
www.mtnviewaviation.com

Savvy Aviator: 
$50  discount
www.savvyaviatior.com

Spectro: 
$2 off first analysis
817/297-9134

Transwest Appraisal Service:
$50 discount
www.transwest.aero

Tell these advertisers that you 
saw their ad in the 

Cessna Pilots Magazine



Tell our advertisers 
you saw them in 

CESSNA PILOTS
magazine!

Continental Starter
We have the fix

for CSB 02-2C

Let us resolve your starter adapter
problems today. We are recognized
world wide for our superior
technical knowledge, customer
support, and special approved
repair procedures.

Oil Coolers

Adapter Specialists
We could save you

as much as $3,300.00

over OEM list

Now available for your 100, 200,
& 300 series Cessna.

For your Continental & Lycoming
powered Cessna. (Brand New)

LONG RANGE
AUX FUEL

TANKS AND
A GROSS
WEIGHT

INCREASE

Extended tip tanks for the 
following Cessnas: 185, 

206, 207, 210 and
337 models from $8,455

Internal tip tanks for:
150, 152, 170, 172, 175,

180, 182, 185
and early 210 

models from $4,574

gross weight increase available for 
many 185, 206
and 337 models

We now have internal kits 
available for the 172 R-S and 

182S-T and T182T

please contact us for details:

1942 Joe Crosson Drive
Gillespie Field

El Cajon, CA USA 92020
(619) 448-1551 / fax: (619) 448-1571

www.flintaero.com / sales@flintaero.com

CENTURY
GOTHIC WITH
A 2 PT OUTLINE

ENVIRO REGULAR 

GEORGIA

GAROMOND
ITALIC

COMIC SANS MS

ARIAL

GEORGIA

PLEASE NOTE:
EVERYTHING IN 
BLACK INK 
EXCEPT OUR 
LOGO WHICH IS 
IN RED INK
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Propeller Primer
        by Steve Ells

Propellers are twisted airfoils that convert 
engine power into thrust. We couldn't fly 
without them, yet they don't garner much 
attention. Especially when compared to 
the list of constantly-debated engine topics 
such as rich-of-peak vs. lean-of-peak, 
top overhaul vs. repair the weak cylinder, 
straight weight oil vs. multi-grade oil; fine 
wire vs. massive electrode spark plugs, 
ad infinitum.  These and many other 
powerplant-related debates are always hot 
topics around the airport coffee machine. 
Does anyone debate props? Not much. 
Just about the only debate is how often 
propellers should be overhauled. Does that 
constant speed prop need an overhaul at the 
manufacturer's recommended interval or is 
that interval only for commercial operators 
that pile up the hours? Do props really need 
to be sent in so often? Is a re-seal as good as 
an overhaul? Actually the overhaul versus 
reseal debate is a moot point and will be 
discussed later in this article.

Which Prop?

Most primary flight instruction is done in 
airplanes with fixed pitch propellers. These 
two-bladed, one-piece aluminum propellers 
are tough as nails, require only an iota of 
care and rarely rate a second thought.

Fixed pitch propellers are a compromise 
between two blade pitches—the pitch that 
is most efficient in climb takes many small 
bites of air while the pitch that is most 
efficient in high power cruise takes fewer 
large bites. Fixed pitch propellers produce 
maximum efficiency at one rotative and 
forward speed. This compromise is easy 
to see during a ground engine run to full 
throttle. This is termed a static power run. 
Due to the compromise between the two

extreme pitch angles a standard (not 
modified) engine won't be able to attain 
maximum engine rpm. 

It's desirable to build a propeller with as big 
a diameter as possible to better deliver thrust. 
This goal is held back by two operational 
restrictions and one good neighbor concern. 
Either prop diameter or maximum take-off 
rpm, or both, must be limited since propellers 
lose efficiency very rapidly when tip 
velocities exceed 0.85 Mach. 

The second diameter restriction relates 
to ground clearance. Federal Aviation 
Administration (FAA) regulation 23.925 
requires at least 7 inches of ground clearance 
for nose wheel aircraft and 9 inches for 
conventional (tail wheel) aircraft. In addition 
there must be positive clearance with the 
shock strut bottomed out (as can occur from 
a fluid or air charge leak) and with the tire 
and tube completely deflated. 

The last blade length concern relates to noise. 
If you've heard the window rattling propeller 
noise generated by a Cessna 185 on floats 
during the takeoff run, you've experienced 
what happens when propeller blade tips near 
the speed of sound. The combination of 2850 
engine rpm at max power and an 86 inch 
two-bladed sea plane prop does the trick. 
One way of lessening propeller-generated 
noise without giving up propeller thrust is to 
shorten the blades to lower tip speeds while 
increasing the number of blades. 
Hoffmann, a propeller manufacturing 
company in Germany, produces the four 
bladed fixed pitch propellers such as the 
one shown in the photo that accompanies 
this article to comply with European noise 
ordinances that are much more restrictive 
than US rules. 



Hoffman FP Prop low angle

Cessna purchased the McCauley Company 
in 1960. The purchase moved both propeller 
and brake and wheel manufacturing under 
the Cessna umbrella. The wheels and brake 
branch had its problems but the propeller—
both fixed pitch and constant speed—
business continues to thrive.

The two other legacy propeller 
manufacturers in the US are Hartzell 
Propeller and Sensenich (pronounced SEN 
sen ik) Propeller.

Hartzell no longer produces any fixed 
pitch propellers but does hold a number of 
supplemental type certificates (STCs) for the 
installation of their Top Prop replacement 
propellers on single and twin engine Cessnas 
ranging from the C-170A (with O-360 
Lycoming engines) up through the C441 
turbo prop powered Conquest. Top Props 
Scimitar aluminum alloy blades are tuned 
with blended airfoil shapes for increased 
efficiency.  Top Prop information including 
installation instructions and documents 
explaining maintenance procedures including 
Instructions for Continued Airworthiness 
(ICA) is available free of cost at the Hartzell 
website at www.HartzellProp.com.

Earlier Hartzell constant speed props—with

single and double shoulder X and Y shank 
blades—are being replaced due to a number 
of airworthiness directives (ADs) related 
to internal corrosion issues and hub and 
blade cracking. Installation of a Top Prop 
eliminates the repetitive inspections called 
out in AD 97-18-02 R1 for these older style 
Hartzell propellers. 

Sensenich produces forged aluminum fixed 
pitch two bladed propellers for Continental 
engines from the 65 horsepower A-65 up 
through the 150 horsepower O-300. Fixed 
pitch aluminum propellers for Lycoming 
engines are available for four cylinder 
engines ranging from the O-235 through 
the 180 horsepower O-360. Sensenich 
has also started manufacturing composite 
blade ground adjustable propellers. The 
blade pitch or angle of attack can be 
changed to adjust for need (climb, cruise 
or combination) on ground adjustable 
propellers. 

Metal propellers do have their advantages. 
They are tough as mentioned earlier, they are 
readily available and there always seems to 
be a good selection of used overhauled props 
for most common applications on the market.

However metal props are susceptible to
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metal fatigue. Because of this a good 
number of metal propeller installations have 
"restricted operating range" placards that must 
be installed on the instrument panel to prevent 
destructive resonance.  The placard for a 
Hartzell Top Prop installation on TCM IO-
470 engines read, "Do not exceed 23 inches 
manifold pressure below 2300 RPM." Every 
structure, including propellers, airframes and 
engines has certain "natural" frequencies at 
which it will vibrate excessively with very 
little coaxing. According to a pamphlet titled 
Propeller Performance printed by McCauley 
(in which Professor Kliptip holds forth) 
propellers have a natural frequency that 
increases in operation due to the stiffening 
effect of centrifugal forces on the rotating 
blades. Other vibratory forces can include 
engine torque impulses, crankshaft bending, 
irregular airflow interference and movement 
of the engine/prop assembly on the engine 
mounts (vibration dampeners). When a 
propeller is operated at the rpm that shakes 
(or excites) it at or near its natural frequency 
resonance is created. Stresses in the prop 
are very high when operating at or near a 
resonance condition. The result can be a 
broken prop blade. Due to the very high 
centrifugal loads on propellers any during 
flight blade tip separation creates a severely 
out-of-balance condition that has torn engines 

free of their mountings. Pay attention to 
restricted operating placards.

Within the last decade MT Propeller—a 
German company—has made inroads into 
the US market with their wood/composite 
blade propellers. These propellers are 
described as "laminated wood composite 
structure, epoxy-fiber glass cover with 
leading edge and erosion protection." MT 
now holds a number of STCs to retro fit 
their constant speed propellers to certified 
Cessna aircraft. An MT three bladed 
propeller installed on a production high 
performance composite airframe aircraft 
was nearly 20 pounds lighter than the 
metal propeller it replaced. 

MT claims that their MT series of 
propellers are quieter, have unlimited 
blade life, and produce a smoother flight 
experience due to the vibration absorbing 
qualities of the blades. A Cessna 340A 
owner testified in an article to a twin 
Cessna owner's group site that replacing 
a set of Hartzell Q-Tips props with a pair 
of MT 4 bladed propellers resulted in 
better climb rates, faster cruise speeds, 
cooler cylinder head temperatures, and a 
smoother flight experience.  In addition, 
the owner thought the 4 bladed props 
looked cool.  

Top Prop Cessna 210



MT Prop on a 414

In late 2011 McCauley announced that a full 
composite propeller had been designed for 
the Cessna 162 Sky Catcher LSA airplane. 
The IL100 propeller is 66 inches in diameter, 
is mounted on a TCM O-200D and at 9.3 
pounds is nearly 5 pounds lighter than the 
aluminum prop it replaced.

Hartzell introduced its ASC-II composite 
propeller line over 5 years ago. The ASC-
II prop blades are a lamination of carbon 
fiber and Kevlar. Leading edge protection is 
provided by an electroformed nickel leading 
edge. The newer second generation Hartzell 
composite propeller blades incorporate 
Blended Airfoil shapes are more efficient 
and lighter than both the first generation 
composite and metal prop blades they 
replace. 

Prop Science

The first successful flight of the Wilbur and 
Orville's Wright Flyer was pushed aloft—
assisted with a catapult launch—by two 8 
½ foot diameter propellers carved by the 
Wrights. These huge propellers, coupled with 
the 12 horsepower engine built by mechanic 
Charlie Taylor, produced 90 pounds of thrust. 
One estimate put the propeller efficiency 
at 66 percent. Propeller efficiency ratings 
indicate how well the propeller converts 
power into thrust.

Most mass production propellers on 
today's light aircraft are between 85 and 90 
percent efficient. When the 180 horsepower 
Lycoming IO-360 in a 172S is dialed back 
to 65 percent power and the propeller is 87 
percent efficient it delivers close to 300 

pounds of thrust. At 2550 RPM (83 percent 
power) the thrust jumps up above 360 pounds. 
The propeller on the 172S is 76 inches in 
diameter and adjusted to a pitch angle of 60 
degrees. The pitch angle on fixed pitch props 
are measured at a set distance—this McCauley 
fixed pitch prop pitch is measured at 75 
percent of the radial distance from the center 
of rotation of the prop. 

A Starting Place

Cessna Pilot Information Handbooks (POH) 
and the non-aircraft specific Information 
Manuals aren't packed full of information 
about propellers. Pages inform the owner 
(or pilot) flying a 172S that the airplane is, 
"equipped with a two bladed, fixed pitch, one 
piece forged aluminum alloy propeller that 
is anodized to retard corrosion." The next 
sentence says the propeller is 76 inches in 
diameter. 

The descriptive data pages in Section 1 do 
provide a bit more information. This 76 inch 
propeller is made by McCauley and the model 
number is 1A170E/JHA7660. McCauley is a 
Textron Company, as is Cessna and Lycoming.
 
The descriptive data pages in the POH for a 
Cessna 182S lists both two bladed (82 inch 
diameter) and three bladed (79 inch diameter) 
constant speed propellers. In Section 7 there's 
a brief description of what takes place in the 
propeller governor and the propeller when the 
pilot moves the RPM control knob. 

Both POHs advise pilots to keep the propeller 
blades clean (use Stoddard solvent to remove 
grease and oil; an oily cloth to remove grass 
and bug stains), and keep an eagle eye for 
"small" nicks near the tips and leading edges. 
If this damage is not dressed out as soon as 
possible cracks and failure of a blade may 
result. 

Propeller Care

The admonition to keep an eagle eye for small 
nicks in metal propellers is not just another 
CYA letter from the manufacturer's legal 
staff. Forces on propellers included the afore 
mentioned centrifugal forces, thrust bending 
force, torque bending force, aerodynamic 
twisting force (ATF), and centrifugal twisting 
force (CTF). The centrifugal forces are huge. 
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One text cites a force of 50 tons at the blade 
root of a 25 pound blade turning 2700 rpm. 
Even the smallest rock nick will cause stress 
risers perpendicular to the centrifugal forces. 
The only solution is a rock nick or ding is 
to remove enough metal to smooth out the 
profile. This is the job for a licensed airframe 
and powerplant (A&P) technician.

Can you polish an aluminum alloy blade?? 
Not according to information on the Hartzell 
website where it warns that polishing 
removes protective paint and anodizing 
layers thus encouraging corrosion. In 
addition, it voids the manufacturer's warranty.

Don't use the propeller as a tow bar. It's not 
designed to be pushed on and pulled to move 
airplanes around the ramp. 

Finally, be extremely careful around 
propellers. Always treat a prop as if the 
engine is fully primed and just an inch or 
second away from starting. If you must "pull 
the prop through" before flight or move 
the prop to connect the tow bar to the nose 
wheel, check for loose footing and always 
give yourself an out.

CPA contributor Mike Busch suggests that 
pilots flying Cessnas with constant speed 
propellers send the propeller to the prop 
shop with a request to re-seal the prop. The 
prop will be disassembled and inspected. If 
additional service is needed, the shop will 
call. If the inspection reveals all is well, 
new seals will be installed and the prop will 
be reassembled. When a prop is sent in for 
an overhaul, the shop is required to replace 
certain parts—even if the installed parts are 
still serviceable—in accordance with the 
overhaul protocol. 

More blades and smaller diameter propellers 
are coming. For now, though, give your 
propeller lots of respect and care and it will 
deliver thrust. 

URLs;
http://www.mccauley.textron.com
http://www.hartzellpropellers.com
http://www.sensenich.com

Bootstrap Approach to Aircraft Performance:
http://www.avweb.com/news      
    airman/182410-1.html?type=pf
http://www.mt-propeller.com
http://www.hoffmann-prop.com
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NOTICE: CPA Magazine will run member’s ads free for two months. These ads must be for personal property, not
for commercial purposes, and not more than 75 words. The deadline for classified ads is the 1st of the month for the
next issue. For example, November copy has to be in by September 1st, two months prior to publication. For more
information, or to place or cancel an ad, please call the CPA office at 805/934-0493 and ask for Pat, or Fax your ad to
805/934-0547. E-mail pat.grigg@cessna.org

CESSNA  AIRCRAFT FOR SALE
-------------------------------------------------
1973 150L, TT 3936, SMOH 988,
Annual 3-07, GMA 340 audio panel,
Apollo GX55 GPS, KX155 nav/com w/
GS, KY196 com, KN53 nav w/GS,
KT76A transponder. New mags ‘06
annual, pictures avail by email, $29,000.
Fresno, CA. John Krikorian, 559/229-
7000   krik49@hotmail.com  (8/6)
-------------------------------------------------
1966 150G: 3626 TTA, 685 SMOH,
MX-11 com, KT-76 xpndr, SPA-400
intercom, New paint & glass in 2000,
Madras wingtips, Yellow/black trim,
$18,900, 231-499-3974, 231-357-4100
(8/6)
-------------------------------------------------
1966 172G:  TT 2404, 118 SNEW Air
Plains 180 maj. mod. w/Sensenich prop;

all new firewall forward 2/05. Garmin
430/330, IFR. JPI EDM-700 eng. anal.
(9.5 gph or better at 2600 rpm; 150mph,
15k ft cruise alt). New: glass, Lord
shimmy dampener, hr. meter, tach, clock.
SL10 audio panel. Comp logs, no damage
hist.  Annual 4/07. 4-plc. PTT Intercom.
Oxy.+ extras.  Hangared SMX. $79,900.
(vRef appraisal $90K) Will deliver.  CA
805-343-7727, or 559-999-3122 cell.
rayhedrick@charter.net (9/6)
--------------------------------------------------
CESSNA 172L • $59,500 Price reduced
and now firm. (Health reasons) Lovely
low-time 172L 2750 TT and only 750
SMOH, repainted (partial) 2005, Prop O/
H 2004 has 60 hrs, MX-11 digital 720ch/
VOR and Mode C Tx. New horizon, new
alternator and belt, new mags and
harnesses, 4-cylinder digital CHT
installed, prop balanced 2005, Minimal
hangar rash damage to flap and rudder,
repaired in 1976, Full Annual, March
2006. Carefully maintained and babied
172. Always hangared. Exceptional
plane. Check flynorth web for details and
photographs, www.flynorth.com Phone
250-825-2235 - located Nelson, BC
Canada (CZNL) (8/6)
-------------------------------------------------
1975 172M: 2200TT since new. 2000 TT
factory new 180 HP w/constant speed
prop. 6/06 annual. Complete logs. NDH.
Dual KX nav/coms/recs. Dual
glideslopes. HSI & autopilot. Stand-by
vac. 4 place intercom w/push to talk both
yokes. Custom designed aluminum
instrument panel w/post & eyebrow
lighting. Paint slot at Sun Quest, Everett,
WA on 7/31/06. For specs & pics contact
Jim 831 649-1996 or Blair 503 706-9955
(9/6)
--------------------------------------------------
1975 CESSNA 172M: 8170 TT, 1312
SMOH, 160 hp ram conversion, 2 each
King 170B, 300 ADF, GARMIN 327
Xpndr, 4 place itnercom, hangared.
$46,500. Roy 615/459-8073 or 615/
533-6395 email randpg@bellsouth.net
(8/6)
-------------------------------------------------

CESSNA 172M, SP, TTSN 5500,
TTFRM 600, IFR, Annual June,
Michelins, Prop overhauled,
Powerflow, Garmin Approach approved
GPS, wheel pants recently repainted,
long range tanks, alternate air source,
articulating seats, courtesy lights,
strobes, Shadin Fuel Flow, Tanis
preheat, ventubes, EI engine analyzer,
sheepskin covers, re-rigged 2003. Very
complete logs - NDH!! Hangared. Paint
7 interior 7. Perfect compression -
offered here then to Trade a Plane in two
weeks. Hangared KHFD. Asking 70,000
Joe 860-871-1415  (8/6)
-------------------------------------------------
1979 172N: 1785 TT, 575 SMOH,
annual Oct 2005, complete logs, full IFR,
MX 385 Nav/Com w/GS, RT 385A Nav/
Com, Marker beacon, RT 359A
Transponder, RT 546E ADF, Standby
Vacuum, EGT Gauge, S-TEC 40
Autopilot, wheel pants, ground service
recpt. $64,500 OBO. Call Bill at 410-
827-6198 or warob@atlanticbb.net (8/6)
-------------------------------------------------
1983 172P: 2180 hours TT. IFR. Many
extras. Annual 01/2007. Always
hangared. 9 in and out. Same owner 19+
years. $54,500. Call 603/34-6064 (8/6)
-------------------------------------------------
1976 177B. You’ve never seen a better
looking Cardinal, TT 3940, 925
SFREM. For details and pictures go to:
www.members.cox.net/inhale (8/6)
-------------------------------------------------
1963 182F Skylane, 258 SMOH, TTAF
2676, Continental 0470R, MX300 and
Mark 12A radios with VORs, Apollo 604
LORAN, 2 place intercom, handheld
ICOM IC-A21, GARMIN GPS 92
portable, front shoulder harnesses, oil
filter, long range fuel tanks, 1 new fuel
bladder, STC for autofuel, umbrella fuel
caps, flap gap seals, prop guards,
hangared, never damaged, no corrosion,
all logs available, priced to sell at
$67,250. Call Bob: cell 925-980-2615,
home 707-469-9353 Pictures available
on email jerres@flash.net (8/6)
-------------------------------------------------

CLASSIFIED  ADVERTISING

Baggage Door
Organizer

Cessna 172, 182 & early 210

• Convenient storage for oil, oil

spouts, flashlight, fuel checker,

rags, and tools.

• Made of durable 650 Deiner

Cordura with plastic backing.

(20-1/4” x 14-1/4”)

• Spring loaded opener

Only
$7495

Denton Enterprises
5615 Meadow Ct., Nampa, ID 83687

(208) 466-4882
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        CPA Wing Tips – A lively look at important aviation insurance related topics provided by
Falcon Insurance Agency the official insurance agents for the Cessna Pilots Association Aircraft
Insurance Plan.

How Do You Figure Out What Is What and
What Isn’t Covered On Your Insurance Policy?

INSURANCE UPDATE
By Bob Haag, CPA Account Manager

Falcon Insurance Company, Inc.
830/257-1000 • 800/880-2727 • Fax 830/792-1144

All insurance policies are ar-
ranged pretty much the same.
There are five parts.

The declarations, sometimes called
the data page describes the variable in-
formation for that particular policy, such
as the name of the insured, a description
of the property insured, dates of cover-
age and the kind of coverage including
the amounts of coverage provided, who
can fly the aircraft and the approved pur-
pose of use of the aircraft.

The definitions tell you what specific
meaning terms and phrases used in the
policy mean within the context of the
policy. The definitions are extremely im-
portant because they say exactly what
the words mean in the interpretation of
the policy, rather than the meaning that
you might find in a dictionary.

The insuring agreements describe in
general what kind of coverage is pro-
vided. They give you the basic coverage
and are very broad in scope.

The conditions or general provisions
describe how the coverage works, ‘what
the company’s duties are and what your
duties are.

These four parts of the policy give
you the basics of coverage and In avia-
tion policies are pretty much the same
from one company to another, even if
they are arranged a little differently.

The fifth policy part is the exclusions.
This is where you find out what isn’t

covered. The insuring agreements give
the coverage in broad terms, and without
the exclusions, virtually anything is cov-
ered.

So, how do you figure out what isn’t
covered? You read the exclusions, care-
fully.

The exclusion section is the area of
the insurance policy, which differenti-
ates the various companies from each
other. Some companies have very few
exclusions and others have a bunch!

When reading the exclusions, you
must do it carefully, and you must pay
attention to any words that appear in
bold print, because the words in bold
print are defined terms and their exact
meaning is found in the definition sec-
tion of the policy.

You might ask, why is that so impor-
tant? Well, first, if you don’t read the
exclusions, you won’t know what is and
what isn’t covered. Secondly, if you
don’t read them carefully, especially
with regard to defined terms, you still
won’t know what is and what isn’t cov-
ered.

All policies exclude such things as
going outside of the territory insured,

(See: Insurance Update, pg. 8586)
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When you last discussed your insurance with 
your agent you may have heard the term 
“OPW” or Open Pilot Warranty.  Some of you 
may not know what it means, and other of you 
may have misunderstood just what the “OPW” 
does.

All aircraft insurance policies have a section 
that describes who may fly the aircraft and 
still have the policy remain in force.  This 
section usually names specific people and 
usually but not always has an additional 
section, which describes who may fly the 
aircraft other than those whose names are 
listed.  The purpose of this section is so that 
on occasional basis you may let someone fly 
your aircraft who is not a Named Pilot.  It is 
not intended for someone who regularly flies 
your aircraft, but is there for your convenience 
in the event you need to let someone fly your 
aircraft once in a while.

I stress the once in a while issue, since the 
company really does want to know about all 
the people who use your aircraft on a regular 
basis.  The OPW is included in most policies, 
simply so that the company will not have to 
go through the administrative cost of changing 
the pilot section continually throughout the 
year.

The qualifications set forth for these 
occasional users are fairly stringent on higher 
performance aircraft.  That does not mean that 
someone who doesn’t meet the qualifications 
can’t be named to the policy.  It simply means 
that if you need to have someone fly your 
aircraft, you can have it done as long as they 
meet the qualifications listed.  Otherwise, you 
would need to have their name listed on the 
policy as an approved pilot.

As you are no doubt aware, many companies 
begin to look at older pilots a little more 
carefully than others, and sometimes they 
charge additional premium for pilots over the 
age of 65 or 70, even if those pilots are better 

qualified than you.  Please don’t make the 
mistake of allowing an older pilot to fly your 
aircraft under the Open Pilot Warranty on a 
regular basis.  While a claim will probably 
be covered (unless the OPW has an age 
limitation, as some do), the company will 
certainly feel as if you have deceived them 
and will probably refuse to insure you in the 
future.

So, what is an OPW anyway?  It’s simply 
a listing of qualifications that a non Named 
Pilot must meet in order for your insurance 
to remain in force while that someone is 
flying the aircraft.  On a C-172 the OPW 
may read:  “any Private pilot or better with 
300 total hours and 10 hours in the make and 
model”.  On a C-421 the OPW may read: 
“any Commercial pilot with Multi-engine 
and Instrument rating who has a minimum of 
1500 hour total time, 500 multi, 50 make and 
model, and has completed the manufacturer’s 
approved Ground and Flight school in the 
make and model within the last 12 months”.
It is important that these people meet all of 
the qualifications including ratings, time in 
the same make and model and any formal 
schooling.  If you want to let someone fly 
your aircraft and are uncertain if they meet 
the requirement of the OPW, then call your 
insurance agent to verify.  

Perhaps the biggest area of misunderstanding 
in the aircraft insurance is the belief by many 
policyholders that a person listed by name as 
an approved pilot is also an “insured” under 
the policy.  Let me clarify. The pilot section of 
your policy describes who can fly the aircraft 
and have the policy still be valid.  Who is 
“insured” is a different section of the policy.

Who is insured is the section of the policy that 
describes who will be defended in the event 
of a suit for bodily injury or property damage.  
Most policies say something like “This policy 
protects any person or organization who is 
using or responsible for the use of your 

Insurance Update:

 What’s an OPW Anyway?
        By Bob Haag
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insured aircraft with your permission.  Not 
included are any persons or organizations 
who are engaged in the business of….” (this 
is described in various different ways that 
anybody engaged in the business of aviation, 
including flight instruction is not covered 
under your policy).

This means that your employer would be 
covered if you were using the aircraft on 
company business since under most state laws 
an employer is responsible of any injuries 
caused by that employee in the scope and 
course of their job. It also means that your 
flight instructor, or the local FBO is not 
covered by your policy if they should get sued 
unless your policy is specifically endorsed to 
provide such protection.

So, let’s review:
The pilot clause describes who can fly the 
aircraft and the OPW section of it describes

the qualifications needed by occasional pilots.  
It does not describe who is insured under your 
policy - that’s a different section of the policy.

People who can fly the aircraft may not be 
protected by the policy (even though you will 
be) even if they meet the pilot qualifications.  
People who cannot fly the aircraft may be 
protected under the policy even if they aren’t 
approved to fly the aircraft and aren’t doing 
so at the time of the loss (people like members 
of your family and your employer, who even 
though they are not flying the aircraft could be 
sued as a result of an accident).

Falcon Insurance Agency, Inc. of 
Kerrville, Texas manages the CPA 
Aviation Insurance Program. For 
expedited quotes, coverage and service 
call Bob at 800-880-2727 or send him a 
fax at 830-792-114. Visit their web site 
at www.falconinsurance.com
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Tech Topics: 
  Cam Distress
    By Mike Busch
   

When your engine finally needs to be overhauled, the most likely cause will be 
corrosion-induced distress to the cam lobes. 

I just received this email from a Skylane 
owner in Miami, Florida who was 
understandably upset after receiving bad 
news from his IA, and looking for a second 
opinion:

“My 1980 Cessna 182Q went into annual, 
and I received a call from my IA a day 
later telling me that two cylinders had 
low compression (38/80). My IA pulled 
the cylinders, and just called me to say 
my engine is DEAD! I’m attaching some 
photos so you can see the reason for his 
pronouncement.”

“The engine was last overhauled in 1987 
by Mid-State Aircraft Engines (no longer in 
business), and is at about 1,600 hours and 25 
years SMOH. Published TBO for this engine 
is 1,500 hours.”

“Please let me know what you think I should 
do. If I do need an overhaul, could you 
recommend an overhaul shop, or would you 
recommend a factory reman?”

The owner attached some photographs of his 
Continental O-470-U engine showing a cam 
lobe in questionable condition (see Figure 1) 
and a severely spalled lifter (see Figure 2).

Figure 1—When the cylinder came off and the IA 
looked at the cam lobe, he told the owner “your 
engine is dead!”

Figure 2—This lifter is severely spalled and 
clearly unairworthy. But on big-bore Continental 
engines, lifters are cheap and easy to replace.

I added these photos to my large collection 
of similar photos from other engines, 
because this sort of thing is incredibly 
common in owner-flown piston aircraft, 
particularly those based in geographic 
regions with high corrosion risk. And with 
the possible exception of Hawaii and Puerto 
Rico, there’s nowhere in the U.S. where the 
corrosion risk is higher than South Florida.



It doesn’t take an engine expert to see that 
the lifter (Figure 2) is in horrible shape. 
Fortunately, this is no big deal in Continental 
360-, 470-, 520- or 550-series engines. 
Because these engines use “barrel-style” 
lifters that can be easily removed from the 
outside of the crankcase, replacing damaged 
lifters on these engines is easy and cheap. In 
fact, if you user PMA-approved lifters from 
Superior Air Parts, they only cost about $75 
each. (If you buy them from Continental, the 
cost is almost three times as much.)

Cam Inspection per SID05-1

The real concern here is not the lifters but 
the cam. If the cam is unairworthy, then 
a teardown becomes unavoidable. When 
I zoomed in on the photo of the cam to 
take a closer look at the questionable lobe 
(see Figure 3), it was obvious that it was 
exhibiting clear signs of distress. 

Figure 3—This closeup of the questionable cam lobe suggests that the distress is still minor and the engine 
could remain in service with 100-hour lifter inspections.

By comparison, had this been a Lycoming 
engine, a spalled lifter like this would be a 
real calamity. Almost all Lycoming engines 
use “mushroom-style” lifters that cannot 
be removed from the outside, and therefore 
cannot be replaced without tearing down 
the engine. (The notable exception is the 
Lycoming O-320-H2AD engine in the Cessna 
172N, which used barrel-style lifters.)

But how much distress is too much? Is this 
cam lobe in bad enough shape to justify the 
IA’s death sentence and to justify the owner 
spending $30,000+ to replace the engine?

Fortunately, Continental provides quite 
specific guidance on this subject in its 
Service Information Directive SID05-1 
(http://www.tcmlink.com/pdf2/SID05-1.pdf). 
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As I write this, the Skylane owner reported 
back that he’d printed out a copy of SID05-
1 and given it to his IA, together with my 
advice to give the cam lobe the benefit of any 
doubt and consider just replacing the bad lifter 
(together with any other spalled ones) and 
re-inspecting it after 100 hours. The owner 
indicated that his IA seemed less than thrilled 
to learn that the owner had sought a second 
opinion, but promised to review SID05-1 
carefully. (The fact that the IA pronounced 

This excellent document contains detailed 
instructions for performing cam inspections, 
criteria for assessing whether or not the 
cam is airworthy, and plenty of good color 
photographs of cam lobes in various stages 
of distress.

A detailed review of SID05-1 makes it 
clear that Continental considers a certain 
amount of pitting of the cam lobe toe area 
to be acceptable. So long as the pits aren’t 
deep enough to penetrate the case-hardened 
(carburized) outer layer of the cam lobe 
(which is about 15 thousandths of an inch 
thick), there is little risk of accelerated 
deterioration. The document goes on to say 
“for minor distress, the camshaft may be 
continued in service and re-examined upon 
the accumulation of 100 hours operation or 
12 months, whichever occurs first.”

I consider this to be very sound guidance, 
because in my experience cam and lifter 
distress is not a safety-of-flight issue, only 
a safety-of-wallet issue, with the exception 
of the aforementioned Lycoming O-320 
H2AD. In all the years I’ve been paying 
attention to such things, I’ve never once 
heard of a single case of an engine quitting 
or an airplane falling out of the sky due to 
a spalled lifter or cam lobe. In fact, I’ve 
seen dozens of cases of truly severe cam 
lobe damage—vastly worse than what this 
O-470-U is exhibiting—and in every such 
case, the pilot never noticed any sign of 
engine performance degradation.

Consequently, when in doubt, I see no risk 
in replacing the spalled lifter(s) and flying 
the engine another 100 hours. The worst that 
could happen is that the pitted cam lobe will 
tear up the new $75 lifter, and you’ll wind 
up having bought an additional 100 hours 
before tearing down the engine. On the other 
hand, the new lifter might wind up surviving 
that 100 hours unscathed, in which case 
you dodged the bullet and may be able to 
extend the life of the engine for hundreds of 
additional hours.

along the cam lobe apex, proceed as
follows: Using a sharp pick, move the point 
over the nose. If a crack like feature has any 
depth, the pick will catch in the groove or pits. 
If no positive indication of a crack is felt, no 
further action is required. If an indentation 
is present, the cam must be examined by 
a Continental service representative to 
determine the next steps.”

This guidance also makes sense, because 
a crack in the cam lobe could result in the 
lobe coming apart fairly rapidly. When I 
studied a different photo of the questionable 
cam lobe under high magnification (see 
Figure 4), I spotted a suspicious anomaly in 
the photograph that could conceivably be a 
crack…or it might just be a piece of lint from 
a shop rag. The only way to know for sure 
would be to probe the lobe with a sharp pick 
and see whether the alleged crack has any 
significant depth to it. If it turns out to be an 
actual crack with significant depth, then I 
would reluctantly have to agree with the IA’s 
doomsday prognosis.

Although SID05-1 doesn’t mention this, I 
suggested to the owner that before performing 
the “sharp pick inspection” of the cam 
lobe, it would be a good idea to polish the 
cam lobe with some crocus cloth or very 
fine emery cloth to remove rough edges 
from the minor distress features. This is a 
trick that I learned from Bob Moseley, who 
served as Continental’s central region field 
representative for five years and possessed 
encyclopedic knowledge of these engines and 
their ailments. (Bob passed away suddenly and 
unexpectedly last year, and is greatly missed.) 
Again, this is a common sense thing to do. 
We certainly wouldn’t want to condemn an 
engine to euthanasia over a cam lobe flaw so 
insignificant that it could be polished away 
with crocus cloth.

Cracks vs. Pits

On the other hand, SID05-1 indicates that 
Continental is very concerned about cracks 
(as opposed to pits) in the cam lobe surface: 
“If the visual inspection indicates the 
presence of crack like features in the surface 



Tech Topics is a monthly column written by 
Mike Busch of CPA’s technical staff.  Mike is a 
longtime CPA Magazine  columnist and teaches 
Savvy Seminars, www.savvyaviator.com, for 
aircraft owners and mechanics. Mike is the 
National AMT of the year for 2008. Mike owns, 
flies and maintains a 1979 Cessna T310R based 
in Santa Maria, California

Figure 4—This closeup of the cam lobe at a slightly different angle reveals what might possibly be a surface 
crack…or perhaps just a piece of lint from a shop rag. The only way to know for sure is to probe it with a 
sharp pick.

My fingers are crossed that the owner will 
be able to get another year or three out of 
this engine, but the final verdict isn’t in yet. 
I hope my advice to him will help increase 
the likelihood that the IA will give reasonable 
consideration to granting clemency. I just hate 
to see an engine torn down before its time.
See you next month.

a death sentence without first reviewing the 
relevant manufacturer’s guidance didn’t 
exactly impress me.) 



Skyhawk Making Metal
by Paul New 
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During a scheduled inspection, such as an 
annual or 100 hour, owners often have mixed
emotions. On one hand they hope nothing is 
found and may even joke with the mechanic 
to not look too hard. On the other hand, 
that same owner would never want a safety 
related issue missed. We all dread that call 
from the inspecting mechanic to inform us 
“we found corrosion” or “you have a burned 
exhaust valve” or worse, “we found metal in 
the oil filter”.

The Requirements

Like it or not, the FAA requires that screens 
and filters be inspected during the annual
inspection. Title 14 of the Federal Code Part 
43 Appendix D gives the minimum required 
scope and detail for an annual inspection. In 
paragraph (d) subparagraph (3) there is an 
action item specific to the inspection of the 
engine and it states the following must be 
inspected:

“(3) Internal engine—for cylinder 
compression and for metal particles or 
foreign matter on screens and sump drain 
plugs. If there is weak cylinder compression, 
for improper internal condition and improper 
internal tolerances.”

The regulations allow an inspector to use 
pretty much any checklist for an annual 
inspection, even one of their own making 
provided it covers the minimum as described 
above. Our subject airplane is a 1977 Cessna 
172 which is equipped with a Lycoming 
O-320 engine. The 172 service manual 
section 2 for “Ground Handling, Servicing, 
Cleaning, Lubrication, and Inspection” 
includes the Cessna recommended inspection 
checklist. The first line of the Engine
inspection list calls to look at the “Engine oil, 
screen, filler cap, dipstick, drain plug, and 
external filter element.” So, regardless which 
checklist is used, ALL the oil screens/filters 

must be inspected for debris. One can’t 
properly do that if one doesn’t know they exist 
or where they are.

We have discovered that many mechanics are 
not aware that the Lycoming engines have
a screen in the oil sump. It is a very coarse 
screen designed to catch large chunks of 
debris before they get to the oil pump. If the 
screen isn’t checked, debris can build up 
and restrict oil flow to the pump. Obviously, 
undetected debris wouldn’t alert you to 
potentially serious problems in the engine.

To find where all these screens are, one would 
most likely first check the 172 service manual.
Section 11 of the service manual is for Engine, 
and paragraph 11-13 for inspection states: 
“For specific items to be inspected, refer to 
the engine manufacturer’s manual.” So, we’ll 
go find Lycoming’s manual.

The engine oil flow diagram is found in the 
Lycoming Direct Drive Overhaul Manual. 
Figure 2-3 shows the oil flow starts in the 
sump and passes through the oil suction 
screen in the bottom of the sump first, then on 
to the oil pump gears, which is followed by 
the oil cooler and then the full flow filter. The 
Lycoming Illustrated Parts Catalog for our 
O-320 engine shows the sump screen is held 
in place with a large cap mounted at the rear 
of the sump.

Finding scrap metal in the suction screen is 
just like finding metal in the main filter, it’s 
just a lot easier to see. Finding metal in either 
usually initiates a sequence of emotions that 
begins with shock, followed by disbelief, 
followed by depression, followed by.... well, 
it really doesn’t matter after that. Patience 
and due diligence are the key at this stage. 
Some guidance is needed to determine at what 
point metal in the screen should cause alarm. 
Lycoming publishes all their bulletins in pdf 
format on their website at www.lycoming.
textron.com, so we’ll start there.



This is the Lycoming 4 cylinder oil system diagram showing the flow from the sump 
through the rest of the system. Note the suction screen is in the bottom of the oil sump 
and is the primary defense to protect the oil pump from debris

It will take some scrolling through 
Lycoming’s list, but you’ll eventually get 
to service bulletin 480E which specifically 
addresses oil screen inspection as part of 
the primary subject. Unfortunately, it only 
discusses when the screen should be inspected 
and to watch out for excessive or abnormal 
amounts of metal particles. It never defines 
what Lycoming considers excessive or 
abnormal.

If you read through all of Lycoming’s 
service bulletins, service letters, and service 
instructions, you’ll eventually find service 
instruction 1492D which addresses piston pin 
plug wear. After it explains pin plug wear it 
also defines excessive and abnormal debris in 
the oil screen. Debris is broken down into

specifics about size and quantity, so there is 
far less guess work on the mechanic’s part.

The largest quantity of metal described is 
½ teaspoon. Any more than that and engine 
removal is all but assured. Lycoming does 
recommend investigation to determine the 
source of the metal before such drastic 
measures are taken. The point is that if the 
source can be located and repaired, the 
engine might continue in service. If the 
suction screen has done its job and stopped 
the big chunks, and if the full flow filter has 
also done its job and stopped all the tiny
particles, the engine might survive largely 
intact.
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This is all the loose parts found in the suction screen. 
The oil filter was perfectly clean

The Discovery

Our subject engine has a couple of tablespoons 
of VERY large parts found in the screen. Large
enough that we almost expect to find the 
proverbial “part number” stamped on one 
of them. All the pieces are aluminum with 
one small steel wire. With this many large 
pieces we expect an easy time determining the 
source. Of course, if it were easy or common, I 
wouldn’t bother writing this for you to read.

We examined the pieces and noted several had 
a curved shape. Our first thought was a piston
skirt so we borescoped all four cylinders. 
Lateral scratches on the cylinder walls could 
indicate broken piston rings or some problem 
with a piston which could lead us to the 
offending part. Unfortunately, all the cylinders 
looked perfect so we decided to remove the 
two left cylinders for an exploratory look at 
all the pistons and most of the rest of the core 
engine. We still found absolutely no evidence 
of any missing pieces or scarring from loose 
parts flailing around.

Still not convinced the engine is mortally 
wounded, it was decided to remove the 
magnetos and snoop around inside the 
accessory housing with the borescope. 
Nothing! All the gears looked about normal 
for the time on the engine, and there was no 
indication that any wholesale quantity
of aluminum was missing. Now we’re 
emboldened with uncontrolled curiosity that 
requires we remove the accessory housing so 
we can see the only two areas not yet visible: 
the oil pump gears and the bottom of the oil 
sump.

The accessory housing comes off, exposing 
the oil sump so we can clearly see at least as 
much loose aluminum chunks sitting in the 
bottom as we originally found in the screen. 
One of the pieces was huge in oil sump debris 
terms. With all this material, something had to 
have made its way into the oil pump.

These are the parts found just lounging around the 
bottom of the sump. There's no telling if they would 
ever have migrated to the screen

The oil pump is attached inside the accessory 
housing with just three nuts. The nuts were
removed and the cover lifted..... again 
nothing! The pump and gears looked perfect, 
not even scratches or any clue that anything 
other than good clean oil had ever gone 
through it. Now this is getting bizarre.

When we find metal in a filter, the phrase 
often used is that the engine is “making 
metal.” When thinking rationally, we all 
understand that our engines can’t “make 
metal.” Anything found in a filter or screen 
must be a loss of metal.

This little engine was beginning to challenge 
my mental state until we piled all the parts 
from the screen with the parts found in the 
sump. That really big piece from the bottom 
of the sump had a strangely familiar shape; 
slightly curved but thick with rounded edges. 
It had to be part of the boss of a magneto. A 
quick look at both magnetos showed nothing 
missing but did show a perfect match to the 
shape of the biggest debris chunk.

Now the lone little wire makes sense. It’s part 
of a spring from a magneto impulse coupling.
The single impulse coupling mounted to the



left magneto is checked and found fully intact. 
Now what?

The largest part and the wire next to the left 
magneto. The curve of the spare part matches the 
boss of the magneto and the wire appears to be from 
an impulse coupling pawl spring

I vaguely recall a children's book I read in 
grade school about The Wheel on the School. 
It had something to do with wagon wheels on 
top of houses for storks to nest on. The little 
school house didn’t have a wagon wheel, so 
the children and community were challenged 
to find one. They were told to look anywhere 
a wheel could be, couldn’t be, or couldn’t 
possibly be. I’m sure I’ve not recalled the 
details of the book correctly, but the idea 
about how to look for things stuck with me. 
The one place we haven’t looked for the 
source of our extra metal is in the
maintenance records.

Some reading revealed the left magneto had 
been replaced about four years before. There
was no explanation of why, and no indication 
that any other work was done at the same 
time. We speculate that the magneto failed in 
such a way that the impulse coupling rubbed 
on the magneto case mounting base, partially 
machining it to the point of failure. At the 
same time the impulse coupling came apart. 
A lot of pieces and parts fell down into the oil 
sump. How they didn’t get caught in all the 
other gears we can’t quite figure out.

It’s probable that the mechanic fished out all 
the pieces he/she could with a magnet but
determined whatever was left wouldn’t cause 
any harm. As much as I hate to admit it, four 
years and a couple hundred flight hours

indicates he/she was correct. Never the less, 
it was a terrible chance to take with other 
people’s lives.

We are now fully satisfied there is no harm 
to the engine. In fact, we’ve been able to 
visually inspect the camshaft lobes, cam 
followers, all accessory gears, oil pump, 
exhaust valves and the inside of the pistons 
and find them in excellent shape. Everything 
gets a good cleaning, new piston rings 
installed, cylinder walls de-glazed and all is 
reassembled.

The Final Tally

I certainly wouldn’t expect a similar scenario 
next time, but a proper investigation into the 
source and cause of the loose metal is just 
due diligence. Pulling an engine at first site of 
metal in the screen or filter is not the proper 
response. The same can be said for a single 
bad oil analysis report. Lycoming’s SI1492D 
calls for the same measured approach to the 
situation.

A significant amount of labor was expended, 
so you might ask why not just pull the engine 
for overhaul and eliminate any possibility 
of a problem. The engine was in otherwise 
good condition and should have lots of life 
remaining. Our opportunity to get a detailed 
inspection of the insides added even more 
confidence to the long term viability of the 
engine.

I’m a firm believer that less maintenance is 
better when possible. In medicine it would be
called “evidence based” and in mechanical 
realms we call it “reliability centered.” We 
want to be focused in our troubleshooting and 
have a defendable logic for the actions we 
take. The trick is to understand the systems 
and be aware of how far to go before pulling 
the proverbial plug.

Paul New is the owner of Tennessee Aircraft Services 
in Jackson, TN and a CPA member. Paul is  a  pilot, A&P/
IA mechanic, and 2007 National AMT of the year.  Paul  
also teaches CPA Systems and Procedure Seminars. 
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The Story of N3173B 
        By Jeff DeFreest

Upon moving to Southeast Alaska, a land 
of very few roads, and not many aircraft 
rental options, My partner at the time and 
I decided to look for a plane of our own. 
We decided to search for a floatplane since 
remote southeast Alaska and the 17-million 
acre Tongass National Forest doesn't boast 
many runways; and that a C170 was within 
our means to own and operate. The search 
began, and after looking across the US and 
Canada, interestingly, we found our trusty 
steed in our own backyard in Juneau Alaska. 
Seven-Three Bravo, or "Mac" as he came 
to be known, came to us already on PK-
2300 floats and with an O-360 conversion. 
Mac also sported a constant speed prop, 
so we both had to get complex aircraft 
endorsements in order to fly it!

After our first winter in Juneau, we realized 
the "water gets hard" in November/
December, and doesn't thaw out until late 
May/June in some of the remote lakes we 
wanted to visit. We also discovered there 
were some cool places we'd like to explore 
on wheels. We put Mac back into his almost 
original conventional gear configuration, 
we beefed it up a little with C-180 gear 
legs, Cleveland wheels, and 8.50x6 tires. 
On the water that O-360 engine does well; 
on wheels, it’s a wicked powerful machine! 
Each year it is a tough decision whether to 
keep it on floats or put it on wheels, but this 
practice helps keep us flying year-round.



This 1952 Cessna 170 B-Model came to us in 
well maintained airworthy condition. Besides 
updating some instruments and avionics, 
caring for a plane in a harsh environment, 
and, of course, the annual float-to-wheels 
swap, Mac is quite the affordable and reliable 
all-terrain vehicle for southeast Alaska.

During my 10 years of ownership, family, 
friends, and others have accessed and 
explored remote areas of the Tongass 
National Forest, from Annette Island & Misty 
Fjords National Monument at the south 
end, to the remote Gulf of Alaska village of 
Yakutat at the north end. Additionally, we 
have flown numerous Civil Air Patrol search 
& homeland security missions, and even 
delivered an occasional pizza. Though I have 
relocated from Juneau to Ketchikan Alaska, 
I hope to continue to fly the vast Tongass 
National Forest, and maybe even check out 
some of Yukon Territory, British Columbia, 
and the Canadian Queen Charlotte Islands.

Jeff DeFreest
Cat-Herder & Pilot
Ketchikan, Alaska

Photo credit, Kari Roosenberg. Ramped and tying down on the airport float, Ketchikan airport. The 
Tongass Narrows in background separates the city of Ketchikan on Revillagigedo Island from Gravina 
Island, upon which the airport lies. The Narrows can get rough with a 30 KT wind commonly blowing 
down the channel. My limit with Mac is about 20 KTS, because I still need to be able to maneuver to
get to my ramp, cross wind; and the C170's rudder and water rudder aren't very effective as gusty cross 
wind and surf rise.
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SteneAviation.com
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FAA STC/ PMA Approved
Satisfaction Guaranteed on all Parts

Reducing Stall 
Speeds up to 33%
Reducing Altitude 
Loss in Stall
Reducing Landing 
and Take-Off Speed 
up to 37%
Increasing Glide 
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Cessna Pilots Association 2012 Seminar Schedule

Dates Courses/Seminars Location    Members/NonMembers

Jun 2-3 R182, T/R 182, T182*** Cincinnati, OH $430/485
Jun 9-10 Legacy 182** Cincinnati, OH $ 430/485

*Restart - 1997 - 2011 model years
**Legacy - 1956-1986 model years
***Retractable gear 1978-1986 model years

****************************

CANCELLATION POLICY: The course tuition includes a non-refundable $100 deposit. If cancellation occurs within two weeks of 
course date, the full tuition is non-refundable and will not be applicable to a future course.
HOTEL ACCOMMODATIONS: CPA can make room reservations at reserved rates for seminar attendees at the following hotels: 
Radisson Hotel, Santa Maria, CA ---$109    Fairfield Suites, Cincinnati, OH ---$70



CPAaviation.com
Cessna Pilots Association is pleased to 
announce that we have arranged for a new 
column addressing tax, accounting and 
risk management topics related to general 
aviation.  Most of our members have already 
purchased a Cessna, and have successfully 
dealt with many of the issues related to the 
purchase and operation of their Cessna.  The 
Federal Tax laws are ever changing, and the 
States are looking for revenues from Sales 
and Use Taxes.  IRS audits are becoming 
more frequent, and aircraft owners are being 
targeted.

We believe that our membership will find 
useful information that will keep us informed 
of basic issues that are universal to all pilots 
and aircraft owners.

James Allen Baloun is a certified public 
accountant, private pilot, and is the owner of 
a Cessna 210 based at The Landings airport 
in Huntley, Illinois.  He founded his CPA 
practice in 1978.

Mr. Baloun is a member of the National 
Business Aviation Association; the 
Experimental Aircraft Association and 
Helicopter Association International.  Jim 
obtained his private license in 1967 at the age 
of 18, and has been exposed to all facets of 
General Aviation, and his firm has hundreds 
of pilots in its client base.

During 2005, Mr. Baloun founded a CPA 
Firm which exclusively deals with aviation, 
and his Firm employs a staff of specialists 
that understand the issues facing general 
aviation.

The firm serves many pilots, Part 91 
operators, as well as flight schools and 
FBO’s.

Pilots at every level have special needs, 
especially those that use their aircraft for 
business travel. Business owners face special 
challenges.

Private pilots (and sport pilots) who do not 
use their aircraft for business are not exempt 

from State taxes on the purchase of their 
aircraft, and they must pay attention 
to FAA rules which apply to expense 
reimbursements.  Many of us perform 
charitable flights and wish to deduct expenses 
for our good works.  So even those who 
fly for personal transportation, pleasure or 
adventure can benefit from this new column.

We all understand that “hangar talk” is full 
of stories about our flying experiences. Some 
stories are based on real life experiences. 
Many chronicle of outrageous risks taken - 
while escaping death or punishment. Some 
pilots brag about these acts, and were lucky 
in not being caught.

Tax strategies that have worked in the past, 
or have simply avoided detection abound. 
Some “tax tales” are told in our hangars, but 
others are taking place in the offices of our 
Advisors.
Accountants and attorneys who are “trusted 
advisors” may not train in aviation issues. 
Many do not appreciate aviation and do all 
they can to discourage operations. Others 
try to apply automobile tax rules to aircraft.  
Others copy the style of their Mentors.

Tax tales and hangar talk are both more 
fiction than fact, and it is dangerous to model 
your behavior on the heroic exploits of pilots. 
Some of the acts depicted “should not be 
attempted at home”.

CPAaviation.com’s mission statement 
suggests that it is dedicated to maintaining 
competency in understanding both the IRS 
and FAA regulations as the basis for helping 
its clients navigate the enforcement of 
conflicting regulations, and changes in the 
rules. The Firm’s participation in NBAA 
and HAI expose the staff to the problems 
of a comparatively large and sophisticated 
group of aircraft users and pilots, as well as a 
comparatively small group of tax specialists 
who have also focused on the upper end of 
GA. You do not need to use Jet-A to get the 
attention of CPAaviation.com.
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ENTITY SELECTION
        By Jim Baloun

Selecting the correct ownership structure is 
the first step to success and harmony in the 
relationship between the aircraft, its owner(s) 
and the regulators at the IRS and FAA.
 
Although most readers of the CPA Magazine 
are already aircraft owners, I think it is 
appropriate to go back to basics and start at 
the beginning of our relationship with our 
aircraft.  It may be too late for a “go around” 
for some of us, but many of us will purchase 
an aircraft in the future, so the first article of 
the series will address certain aspects of the 
aircraft acquisition process.

Before making an offer to purchase an 
aircraft, you should have already chosen and 
selected the appropriate ownership structure.  
There are several choices, and the “trick” 
is to pick the one that fits your present and 
future needs, and what is appropriate to your 
financial situation.  

For some reason, our families, advisors, 
attorneys and accountants immediately think 
of risk whenever the discussion is associated 
with aviation.

Although our pilot skills have something 
to do with the actual level of “risk”, there 
are some things that are outside the pilot’s 
control that are worth considering.  There 
are techniques to protect ourselves and our 
families from both categories.
 
Many individual’s names are found in the 
FAA Register Aircraft database.  If your 
aircraft is your single largest asset, you may 
not wish to change being personally liable 
for any damage your aircraft might cause to 
the rest of the world.  We must all recognize 
that the pilot in command will ultimately be 
attacked by the attorneys considering you 
as being responsible for the operation of the 
aircraft.  What many of us overlook is the 
fact that your aircraft can be held responsible 
for causing damage to “others” even in your 
absence.  Aircraft not securely tied down

frequently “rotate” for a brief period only to 
land on another aircraft or personal property, 
and sometimes individuals get caught in the 
same wind gust.

If you are the sole owner of the aircraft, you 
will be held responsible for the actions of 
your prized possession even if you are miles 
away.  You can mitigate that type of risk by 
purchasing adequate insurance.  Although you 
can self-insure and save the premiums, such 
claims can wipe you out.

The FAA register is seeing more Limited 
Liability Companies (LLC’s) as they are 
becoming more popular with the legal 
community.  LLC’s are the attorney’s favorite 
form of entity because the laws of most states 
allow creativity, relaxed ownership and tax 
rules in comparison to corporations, and they 
frequently generate more fees for the legal 
and accounting communities.

Corporations also appear in the Register, but 
their numbers are losing ground to LLC’s. 
The rules related to taxation of corporations 
are well known, but changes in ownership 
are cumbersome and most single purpose 
asset ownership corporations die when the 
aircraft is sold.  Those who have used an 
S-Corporation status in their business life 
have tried to employ the same technique for 
obtaining tax breaks, only to find that the IRS 
has placed new obstacles in their paths that 
prevent them from taking advantage of losses 
from passive activities, and the IRS evokes 
“at risk” and basis restrictions that lay as 
hidden traps for most of us that have an 
S-Corporation. 

I strongly discourage the use of 
S-Corporations as stand alone aircraft 
ownership entities, and will explore the 
many reasons in a future article.  If you have 
an S-Corporation, you should immediately 
consult with your tax advisor and inquire how 
“at risk” and basis limitations from a passive 
activity will be viewed by the IRS.  This topic 



No hassle, no stress, no wasting my time. 
I’ve got a team of professionals to manage 
my aircraft’s maintenance.

They’re experts at dealing with my shop— 
they make sure I’m informed and in control.

And the best part? They don’t cost me money. 
They save me money. That’s why…

I’m AVVYS

http://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:C-210_N5891F_001.jpg

GET SAVVY at WWW.SAVVYMX.COM
Savvy Aircraft Maintenance Management, Inc. 
4801 Braeburn Drive · Las Vegas NV 89130
(702) 655-1359

Mike Busch, Founder and CEO
2008 National Aviation Maintenance

Technician of the Year

AVVYS

has created the single largest revenue source 
from IRS audits.

You might already know the 4 alternatives for 
tax reporting have different advantages and 
disadvantages, and your tax advisor should 
be consulted to help you understand how a 
Limited Liability Company can elect to be 
treated as a disregarded entity, (in which case 
it will be a sole proprietorship), or become a 
part of your business.  LLC’s can also elect 
to be taxed on Forms 1120 or 1120-S, and 
although most of us will not find the corporate 
structure to be beneficial, you should 
“explore” those alternatives before dismissing 
them as legitimate possibilities.
 
You may have heard “hangar talk” about how 
other people have gotten away with using an
S-Corporation in the past and be tempted to 
“follow the leader”, so it would be good to get 
that idea out of the way before making your 
decision. 

The answer to the tax strategy question 
requires that you possess “situational 
awareness”.  Your overall business and 
personal tax projections have a huge effect 
on  selecting the right structure. One person’s 
strategy will differ from that
of his friends because he 
or she has an all-together 
different tax bracket. 

This is a good time to 
address budgeting.  The 
commitment to invest in 
an aircraft requires careful 
“pre-flight” preparation.  
Although tax deductions 
will reduce the overall cost 
of operating your aircraft, 
you need to be sure that the 
tax benefits you are counting 
on will be available in the 
structure you select.  Many 
of us find out too late that 
the big depreciation
write-offs promised by 
Cessna, Cirrus and a few 
other manufacturers are not 
obtainable by the average 
general aviation pilot, 
and are directed at large 
corporations with taxable 
incomes greater than the 
cost of the aircraft they are

planning to purchase.

In conclusion, it should be apparent that most 
of us need to consult our tax accountants 
before making a choice of ownership options.  
Your attorney may be familiar with the latest 
techniques for asset protection, but must 
also know the reality of aviation operations.  
Failure to “choose wisely” may result in 
surprises and costly mistakes that are difficult 
to undo without triggering double jeopardy 
for state Use Tax.

CPAAviation.com is an affiliate of             
BALOUN & COMPANY
Certified Public Accountants since 1978
Consultants to Small Businesses and the 
Entrepreneurs who own them
Jim can be contacted at:

855 North Sterling Avenue
Palatine, IL  60067
Phone:   847-991-1111 
Fax:   847-991-4553
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1978 210 Side Windows

From The MEMBERS    
      Questions & Answers
____________________________________

The pilot and passeger side windows are 
crazed and foggy. I can not see how to 
replace them. Please explain how they can 
be replaced and where to buy replacement 
windows.

Robert K.

Hello Robert, 

Fortunately the easiest windows to change 
in a 210 are the two cabin door opening 
windows. If you open the window you will 
notice that the frame is an extruded piece of 
aluminum formed into a rounded-corner oval 
with a seam on the vertical part of the oval. 

There are four rivets, two above the seam and 
two below. You must remove two rivets on one 
side of the seam - your choice. Cessna may 
have used what is known in the industry as a 
cherry max rivet. You can tell if it’s a cherry 
max by taking a dremel tool with a cutoff 
wheel and grinding the head almost flush with 
the surface of the window frame. 

The steel pulling stem in the center of the rivet 
will create sparks during grinding, indicating 
that it is a cherry max rivet. Once the rivet is 
almost flush with the window frame surface, 
you can take a small 3/32 diameter center 
punch and punch the steel pulling stem out 
of the rivet. Then drill the aluminum part 
of the rivet out with a #30 drill bit, and pry 
the window frame open. It may require the 
use of a very thin putty knife at the seam to 
separate the window frame. Once the frame 
is pried open, you can remove the old window 
and rubber sealing gasket. If the gasket is 
deteriorated a new one is available from 
Cessna. Regarding where to buy windows, we 
usually order LP Aero glass at Air Mod. 

We like the quality, clarity and fit of their 
products, and the company maintains a high 
standard in customer service. Correct window 

product numbers for your airplane are based 
on the serial number of your aircraft, not 
just the model. 
Have fun!

Dennis Wolter, CPA Tech Rep

Ask the Tech
at 

www.cessna.org/support



FAA Removes Requirement to Carry Special Issuance Authorization Letters 

In a direct final rule published March 22, 2012, the FAA has removed the requirement for 
individuals granted the Special Issuance of a Medical Certificate to have their letter of 
Authorization in their possession or readily accessible while exercising pilot privileges. This 
rule, which goes into effect July 20, 2012, does not change the longstanding FAA operational 
requirements under 14 CFR section 61.3 regarding FAA certificates that must be carried while 
exercising pilot privileges, including FAA medical certificates. 

Once the rule becomes effective, paragraph (j) of 14 CFR section 67.401 will be deleted, along 
with the “Note” found on FAA medical certificates under the header “Conditions of Issue,” which 
directs affected individuals to carry their letter of Authorization. For more details on the new rule, 
go to: http://www.gpo.gov/fdsys/pkg/FR-2012-03-22/html/2012-6886.htm. 

________________________________________________________________________________
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Tell another Cessna owner 
about the

CESSNA  PILOTS  
Association



When you talk 
with any of our 
advertisers, be 
sure and tell 

them you saw 
their ad in the
 CESSNA  
PILOTS

 Magazine

Dome ...................... U0550236-8 ......$380.40
Front Plate*  ............ U0550321-4 ........$86.61
Back Plate* ......... U0550321-010 ......$267.45

* Check parts book for applicability

172 Spinner FMA/PMA

For 172 I, K, L, M, N and P
Dome also approved on 172 G and H

Spinner Bulkhead .... U0550162-3 ...... $303.93
Spinner Dome ......... U0550162-7 ...... $666.66
Spinner Assembly .......U0550162 ...... $949.95

Spinner Assembly FMA/PMA

For 170B and 
172, 1956-59

Spinner Dome* ..... U0550228-28 ......$537.46
Rear Plate .............. U0550228-26 ......$314.80
Front Plate .............. U0550228-3 ......$442.46
*All aluminum to replace original plastic dome   

C-172 Spinner
and Components FMA/PMA

For 172 A-F

Univair Parts For Your Cessna

FMA/PMA

Spinner Dome* .. U0752637K200 ......$673.45
*Includes 4  U0752620-3 plastic spacer rings

C-182 Spinner Dome

For C-182 H, J, K, L, 
M, N, P, Q, and R

Toll Free Sales: 1-888-433-5433
2500 Himalaya Road • Aurora, Colorado • 80011
Info Phone ................................. 303-375-8882
Fax ..................800-457-7811 or 303-375-8888
Email ..................................... info@univair.com
Website .................................www.univair.comAIRCRAFT CORPORATION

Latch Assembly, applicable on 120, 140, 140A, 170, 170A, 170B 
     (S/N 20267 thru 25372) ...................................U0413362-2........$286.93
Latch Assembly, applicable on 170B (S/N 25373 and on), and 172, 175, 180   
     and 182 (using scissor type latch) .....................U0413362-3........$286.93

*Ivory colored knob available only

Lever Type Window Latches FAA/PMA

A

B

C

Horizontal Stabilizer  
Trim Screw Parts

A) Barrel ................ U0712500-13 ......$101.99    
B) Screw ................ U0712500-11 ......$266.98
C) Adjusting Screw Boot for
   C-180 & 185 ........ U0712500-18 ........$49.50

FAA/PMA approved for C-180, 185, 182-182D

Horizontal Stabilizer 
Adjusting Cam

U0712502 ............................................$32.96

FAA/PMA for C-180 and 185

Elevator Hinge Bushing

MS24462-4 ..........................................$45.00

For C-180 and 185

Dome .................... U0450027-12 ......$322.87
Rear Plate ................ U0450040-1 ......$293.05
Front Plate*........ 0450039-1-791 ........$87.30

*Plastic OEM

For 150 F, G, H, J, 150K

150 Spinner FMA/PMA

ALL MERCHANDISE IS SOLD  F.O.B., AURORA, CO 
Price and availability subject to change 

without notice • 2-15-12
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Falcon Insurance is one of the largest independently

owned insurance specialists in the country. Our professional

staff has decades of experience in aviation insurance and

we are uniquely qualified to provide insurance protection

to Cessna Pilots Association members.

Falcon provides some of the most comprehensive

insurance programs available in the industry today, 

featuring expanded coverages, access to a variety of under-

writers and competitive rates. The professional Falcon staff

is dedicated to serving CPA members with insurance cov-

erage that sets the standard for the industry. Call today for

same day quotes and coverage or visit our web site.

Spreading the Wings of Insurance Protection
to Cessna Pilots Association Members.

1-800-880-CPAP
PO Box 291388, Kerrville, TX 78029
www.falconinsurance.com

Falcon Insurance is the Insurance Program Manager for the CPA Insurance Program 1-800-880-CPAP (2727)



Tom’s step up.

“I wanted to go higher, faster and farther”.

“As good as my 210 was, I was outgrowing it and I began looking 
for my next plane. I wanted the reliablility and usefulness of a 
turboprop, but looking at what was available only provided a modest 
improvement in performance. Not so with an Epic. Its speed, range, 
payload, and comfort were so far ahead of anything in its class. 
It also had something else—incredible ramp appeal. Making the 
decision to step up was easy”.

—Tom Ziegler
Epic LT owner/pilot

EpicAircraft.com     888-FLY-EPIC
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Changing Lives One Flight At a Time
         By: Barbara Donnelly
                                                      

   Destination Children’s Hospital, Boston

“Norfolk tower Compassion Flight 2 Foxtrot 
Juliet ready for takeoff.” “Compassion Flight 
2FJ cleared for takeoff maintain runway 
heading at 2000 feet direct Cape Charles 
climb  5000 feet proceed on course, contact 
departure control.”

The air is still, the sky a deep blue with only 
a few cumulus clouds; a perfect 10 day for a 
flight.  

Pilot Greg Benson, Vice President of 
Industrial Services Enterprises, Randolph NJ, 
a CPA member since 1994, had begun his 
normal work day at his desk while waiting 
patiently for a call that would change his 
schedule for the day. 

Benson’s mission today is to fly to Norfolk 
Virginia, pick up Christopher, a two year 
old child in need of medical treatment and 
fly him to Morristown, NJ. where he is to 
be transferred to a second flight to Bedford, 
Massachusetts. Neil Olken is the pilot 
scheduled for the tail end of the flight so 
Christopher can obtain the medical treatment 
he needs at Children’s Hospital, Boston.

While Benson was waiting for the call, 
Christopher, and his parents Tennille and 
Jason Cypher were at his doctor’s office in 
Virginia waiting to receive medical clearance 
for the flight. Christopher was battling an ear 
infection that threatened to cancel the flight.
  
In order for Compassion Flight 2 Foxtrot 
Juliet to be possible, it is necessary for Benson 
to be ready for takeoff by 10 am.  Despite 
the fact that the flight most likely would be 
cancelled Benson would have his plane ready 
for takeoff by the critical hour.

Arriving at the airport at 9:00 am Benson 
began to preflight his Cessna 210.  He untied 
the tie downs, walking around the plane he 
makes a visual inspection of the surfaces and 
checks the fuel and oil levels.

Pilot Greg Benson

Greg is a tall, slender, handsome grey haired 
man who has been flying most of his 65 
years.  He takes flying seriously and spoke 
only a few words as he released the tie downs 
and worked through the pre-flight check.

At 10 am the call comes through.  “It’s a go,” 
Benson says as he throws the wheel chocks 
into the plane.  “We have to be there by 12 
noon in order to make this mission possible.”  

He is very focused and intense.  His words 
are terse and to the point.  He is now in his 
“pilot mode.”  

As soon as he starts the engine Greg checks 
the myriad of gauges in front of him, and 
begins to taxi.  Heading to Norfolk Virginia, 
“Compassion Flight 2FJ is ready for 
takeoff,” said Benson.  “Cleared for takeoff 
Compassion Flight 2FJ,” comes the reply 
from the tower.



The New York skyline is a stunning sight as 
we turn south for Virginia.   Flying over Cape 
May the outline of NJ looks like a map. Over 
the Chesapeake Bay we can see the bridge 
tunnel into the water coming back out again 
allowing the boats to pass over.  While Benson 
is immersed in his piloting I am in wonder of 
the beautiful scenery unfolding below me.

Greg Benson lives with his wife Peggy in 
Boonton Township, NJ near where he grew 
up as a child.  When he was 10 his father took 
him on a sea plane ride which sparked his 
interest in flying.  At age 14 he was introduced 
to flying by his neighbor Mr. Wetmore who 
owned a plane and began to take Greg flying.  
He became Benson’s mentor and encouraged 
his love for flying.

Today Greg is scheduled to fly this 
compassion flight to help a family in need 
of the services that a non-profit organization 
provides called “PALS” Patient Airlift 
Services.

PALS  is a  northeast United States volunteer 
pilot organization that arranges free air 
transportation  and ground transportation 
to and from the airport for families and 
individuals based on need, who require 
medical attention or for other humanitarian 
reasons.  
   
Pilots like Greg Benson and Neil Olken 
volunteer their service without financial 
compensation. They donate their time, their 
airplanes, and expenses to fly for a cause. 
When asked why he was doing this Benson 
sums it up by saying “I love to fly and I feel 

He lifts the white Cessna 210 with a red and 
gold stripe into the air and begins to ascend, 
“maintain runway heading to 600 feet then 
210° to 2000 feet, left 160°, maintain 5000 
feet,” says the controller.

The cockpit control panel has a bewildering 
array of dials, buttons, switches, indicators, 
meters, and gauges appearing like a Christmas 
tree lit up on Christmas morning.  Each 
instrument has a specific purpose.  The art of 
flying takes many dedicated years of lessons 
and Benson has achieved his instrument rating 
which allows him to fly in most kinds of 
weather and through the clouds without visual 
contact with the ground.

good helping others. What more could I ask 
for?”  

Meanwhile, Christopher is cleared to fly and 
the Cypher family leaves the doctor’s office 
and is on their way to Norfolk International 
airport to meet us.  

After we land in Virginia the necessary PALS 
paperwork needs to be filled out.  When the 
Cyphers see Greg, Tennille gave Benson 
a big hug and Jason reached out his hand 
thanking the pilot for making today’s trip 
possible.  It is obvious that this is not Greg’s 
first flight with them since they all know 
each other. Christopher’s face lights up with a 
smile as he sees Greg.  He is cute as a button 
as he runs around the airport lounge while 
his mom and dad take turns chasing him. He 
is very proud of his special superman shirt 
he displays.  He is wearing a pair of dark 
rimmed glasses that look tough enough to 
endure an active two year old. 

Christopher was born in Virginia, November 
5, 2009, to Jason and Tennille Cyphers. He 
was born with a congenital heart defect. In 
his two short years of life he has had three 
open heart surgeries and 11 catheterizations.  
He is on his way to Children’s Hospital, 
Boston for his 12th catheterization.

The Cypher’s baggage has to be put carefully 
into the Cessna 210, distributing the weight 
correctly to accommodate the passengers. 
As Benson looks at the pile of bags his 
thoughts are summed up by his expression.  
Christopher’s father Jason says, “It is less 
than last time.” They both chuckle. 

Flying back over the Chesapeake Bay Bridge 
on the way to Morristown a submarine is 
spotted in the water below.  “Christopher, 
look at the submarine,” says his dad while 
Christopher leans down to look.  The big 
head- set that Christopher is wearing falls 
forward.  We all laugh.  During the flight 
Christopher is a little fussy with a few crying 
spells but is generally well behaved for his 
young two years.  

An air traffic controller calls, “Compassion 
Flight 2FJ traffic 10 o’clock three miles,” as 
we all look around, “traffic in sight,” says 
Benson as we watch the aircraft slip by. 



Waiting for the Cyphers is pilot Neil Olken.  
Greg and Neil shake hands. The camaraderie 
that the two pilots had is obvious.  Baggage is 
transferred and the Cyphers get ready for their 
second leg of their trip.  We say our goodbyes 
and wish Christopher, mom and dad a safe 
trip.  A few minutes later Olken accelerates 
down the runway and lifts off gracefully for 
Bedford, Mass. 

Today a man with a love for flying and a two 
year old boy with a heart defect are brought 
together by an organization called PALS. ~

Pilots, volunteers, donors and patients in 
need should contact PALS at 888-818-1231 
or email: info@palservices.org

Mother Tennille, Pilot Greg Benson, Christopher and 
Jason Cypher, dad
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ONE DISTRACTION CAN MAKE 
A NICE AIRPLANE LOOK BAD

888-921-8359
p2inc.com/cpa

DON’T LET THIS HAPPEN TO YOU. ADD AN 

EXTRA MARGIN OF SAFETY WITH A 

P2 AUDIO ADVISORY SYSTEM

ONE DISTRACTION CAN MAKE 
A NICE AIRPLANE LOOK BAD

888-921-8359
p2inc.com/cpa

DON’T LET THIS HAPPEN TO YOU. ADD AN 

EXTRA MARGIN OF SAFETY WITH A 

P2 AUDIO ADVISORY SYSTEM

As we approach Morristown airport, pilot 
Greg Benson says, “Compassion Flight 2 
Foxtrot Juliet five miles south landing with 
information Bravo.”  Tower controller,” Good 
afternoon Compassion Flight 2 Foxtrot Juliet 
cleared to land on runway 23.” Benson turns 
with a broad smile and says,” it helps to be 
known when approaching an airport.”Greg 
brings the Cessna in to a smooth landing as it 
touches down lightly.

As we drove away from the airport I had 
a feeling that only can be described as 
reverence. For the first time I understood the 
words “Once those wings go on they never 
come off… it fuses the soul…” 



CPA MERCHANDISE 

CPA Logo Hats 

CPA Logo Sweatshirts 

CPA Logo Tee Shirts 

Men’s Polo Shirts 

Buyer’s Guides 210 Inspection 
Guidelines 

Long Sleeve 
Denim Shirt 
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MISCELLANEOUS FOR SALE

CLASSIFIED  ADVERTISING
NOTICE: CPA Magazine will run member’s ads free for two months. These ads must be for personal property, 
not for commercial purposes, and not more than 75 words.   Ads running over 75 words will be subject to an $.80 a 
word charge.  The deadline for classified ads is the 1st of the month for the issue two months ahead. For example, 
November copy has to be in by September 1st, two months prior to publication. For more  information, or to cancel 
an ad, please call the CPA office at 805/934-0493. To place an ad go to www.cessna.org/inquiry.

CESSNA AIRCRAFT FOR SALE

1977 C210M with a IO550
2600 hrs AF, 700 engine and prop. 
Garmin 530 Stormscope, Sandel 
EHSI, Standby vacuum, Votec

206 Landing Gear
Complete set for legacy Stationair. 
Spring steel mains with axles, new 
Cleveland brakes, wheels and 6.00-6 
tires. Standard nose gear complete 
with shimmy dampener, wheel and 
5.00-5 tire. Brake lines and fairings. 
$11,900 for all. Call Dale at 907-
317-9461   (05/12)
---------------------------------------------
Removed from my 1981 T210 
All working. 1-R-402A M.B.
Receiver, 1-Antenna,1-Sigtronics 
RES-400, 1-Sigtronics SPA-400,1-
Terra 28-14 V C28-3, 1- Sony am/
fm stereo cassette XR-30, 1-IN-
485AC Indicator w/older yellow 
tag,1-B-445A converter vor/loc, 
1-Audio Panel 2470017-2, 1-IN-
346A Indicator ADF, 1-R-446A ADF 
Receiver w/plug assbly, 1-L-346A 
antenna, 1- wire antenna, 1- nav com 
rack, contact Vince at 
Vwrench@comcast.net   (05/12)
---------------------------------------------

1980 Turbo TR182RG
TT: 5652,SMOH(factory):1612,S
POH:49. Condition of the original 
paint and interior clearly indicate 
this aircraft has been taken care of. 
No corrosion, no rust. Well

International GEM, Horizon 
Instruments Digital Tach, Shadin 
Fuel Flow System, Bracket air 
filter. Call: 928.202.4989 or email 
wshartjr@hotmail.com   (05/12)
-----------------------------------------
1982 Cessna T210
2394tt; 401 hrs since RAM 
overhaul, fresh annual, certified 
known ice, Garmin 430W, 
McCauley 3 blade prop, flight 
director w/HIS, King KFC-200 
autopilot w/alt hold and pre-
select. Tan leather interior, dual 
alternators, Kinsley Welding 
Modified Exhaust System, GAMI 
Injectors, Walker air/oil separator, 
Bendix RDR 160DX color radar, 

1950 Cessna 140A N5359C 
Asking $29,000. Based in Creswell, 
Or. Annual: Jan. 20, 20012 2185 hrs 
TT 126 hrs SMOH. Rate Paint...9.5 
Rate Interior....8.0, King KX125 
Nav Com, King KT76 Xpdr, 
Imron paint, jump seat.  Goodyear 
wheels and brakes, Wheel pants, 
90 HP Cont. C90-14F, Bendix 
S21 magnetos, Stromberg carb. 
NAS-3A1. Cessna 150 exhaust 
STC, McCauley propeller 1A90CF. 
Excellent documentation with logs. 
Always hangered since '74, mostly 
original. Call 406-223-0402  or 
email doublerb@fixfly140a.com   
(06/12)
-------------------------------------------

1976 Cessna Skylane II 182P 
4350TT, 500 Factory Reman, 
IFR, no damage history, 3 bladed 
McCauley prop. Next annual due 
Feb 2013, long range tanks, TCAD, 
WX900, IFR Trimble GPS coupled 
300A, All logs, service and parts 
manuals, 24 cu ft oxygen with back 
seat holder, EGT all cylinders, 
electric trim. Speed kit, plus many 
more extras. Contact Peter or Nancy 
Lammers at peterlammers@cox.
net or call 520-398-4308.  $79,900   
(06/12)
-------------------------------------------

Generators. Call 951-204-0587 
or email twotendriver@gmail.
com.  Located at HMT Hemet CA    
(05/12)
-----------------------------------------
1978 Cessna P337H 
4111 TT. Front engine 187 hr, 
rear engine 0 hr, w/GAMI fuel 
injectors, props 97 hr, electric 
prop synchrophaser, IFR Garmin 
package GNS530 GPS/VOR/
COM/ILS w/ GNS530 GPS 
WAAS up-grade MX20 color 
multifunction display, GTX330 
transponder mode "S" w/TIS, 
GMA340 audio panel, WX500

equipped Narco MK 12E Nav/
Comm(2), Garmin GPS155 IFR 
certified for enroute and non 
precision approaches. KMA 
24H audio panels(2),King KT-
76A transponder, King KC 55A 
compass system, King KI 525A 
HSI,King,KN64 DME.3M WX-8 
Stormscope,Cessna R546 ADF, 
Cessna 300A autopilot-coupled,S-
Tec System 60 Pitch Stabilization, 
Alt Hold & G/S track.Cessna 
R443B glideslope  receiver, 
Digital Clock, Guardian 1 standby 
vacuum system. Electronics

Anywhere Map Pro GPS w/ WX
Anywhere SST Duo GPS; 32 GB 
tablet; 4" x 6" screen; one year old;
subscription for lifetime navigation 
charts and approach plates;
includes XM Weather satellite 
receiver & antenna; yoke mount;
operations manual; all cables; flight 
bag; Purchased 3-11; Original
price $3000; Only $1650 OBO.  
Updating to Garmin 750 panel. 
Contact bill at "billwipp@comcast.
net" or 415-706-2136   (06/12)

Raised Fuel Cap Kit 
SK182-85 -  New, never installed. 
For both tanks. Raised adaptors, 
vented caps and gaskets  $875 Call 
Terry at 509-595-3337 or email 
aerocraft@completebbs.com  (06/12)
---------------------------------------------

stormscope, S-TEC 55X 3 axis 
autopilot w/electric trim, GPSS 
steering, Shadin fuel flow, duel

King KX-196 Nav/Com, King 
KX-155 Nav/Com, KMA-24 Audio 
Panel, factory oxygen, dual vacuum 
pumps. Call P Ryerson

Insight graphic engine monitors, 
pressurized magnetos, American 
Aviation intercoolers, radar 
altimeter, Aviation Enterprises Sky 
Rocket wing tips w/ winglets & 
tail boom to vertical fin fairings, 
vortex generators, De-Ice w/ 
hot plate, Good paint & interior, 
always hangared, complete logs, 
annual 8/1/11, $159,000 OBO, 
call Bill 630-951-9470,or email 
wfh5050@aol.com for full spec. & 
pictures   (06/12)
------------------------------------------

330-283-4233 or email Pryerson@
ryersonhealthcareconsultants.com   
(05/12)
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Recently Issued………..
RECENTLY ISSUED SERVICE 
INFORMATION COLUMBIA AND 
CORVALIS SEL-71-01 POWERPLANT-
AIR/OIL SEPARATOR DRAIN LINE 
INSPECTION

Apples to model 350 with serial numbers 
42002 thru 42084, 42501 thru 42569, and 
421001 thru 421020.

 Cessna has received reports that on some 
airplanes the air/oil separator is mounted on 
the firewall and drains to the starter adapter. 
This bulletin deals with that issue. SEL-71-
01 can be found here:
www.cessna.org/atis/1504/sel_71_01.pdf
___________________________________________

CESSNA SINGLE ENGINE SEB-
27-01 FLIGHT CONTROLS -- 
CONTROL COLUMN INTERNAL 
GLIDE ATTACH SCREW 
INSTALLATION

Applies to all 177, 177RG, 182, R/TR182, 
205, 206, 207, 210 and P210 aircraft.

 If the control column internal glide attach-
screws are not correctly attached, they can 
loosen and fall off inside the control column 
tube.  This condition can cause looseness of 
the control column and the fallen screw may 
limit full range of elevator control. Cessna 
calls out to remove the existing control 
column internal glide attach screws and 
replace them with new screws that can be 
safety wired with 0.020 safety wire,

SEB-27-01 can be viewed here:
www.cessna.org/atis/1504/seb_27_01.pdf
___________________________________________

SEL-73-01 TRANSMITAL OF 
LYCOMING MANDATORY 
SERVICE BULLETIN NO. 599

Applies to T182T aircraft serial numbers 
T18208001 thru T18209058.

Certain Hartzell Engine Technologies fuel 
pumps must be replaced. This Service Letter 
provides instructions on inspecting and 
replacing the fuel pump. SEL-73-01 can be 
viewed here:
www.cessna.org/atis/1504/sel_73_01.pdf
____________________________________

SEB-34-01 NAVIGATION-
GARMIN G1000 ENHANCED 
SEARCH AND RESCUE 
ENABLEMENT

Applies to G1000 equipped airplanes with 
system software version 0563.24 or later 
installed.

To provide enablement instructions for 
the Garmin G1000 Enhanced Search and 
Rescue (SAR) feature.  The enhanced SAR 
upgrade provides air crews with step by step 
tracking procedures for SAR missions by 
incorporating search patterns into a flight 
plan. SEB-34-01 can be found here:
www.cessna.org/atis/1504/seb_34_01.pdf
____________________________________

SEB-34-02 NAVIGATION- 
GARMIN G1000 SYSTEM 
SOFTWARE UPGRADE 
TO VERSION 0563.26 FOR 
AIRPLANES EQUIPPED WITH 
NAV III (WAAS INSTALLATIONS 
ONLY)

This new version of the software has many 
upgraded features. SEB-34-02 can be viewed 
here:
www.cessna.org/atis/1504/seb_34_02.pdf
___________________________________________



GPS Manuals

Pilot-friendly manuals are now available 
for the GPSmap 696 and G900X.  Our 
task-oriented manuals are directions that 
lead you step-by-step through all the 
operations.  The G900X manual explains 
the PFD, MFD, and all the soft keys.

G900X is $54.95 and GPSmap 696 is 
$39.95.  Add $6.00  for S&H.  Other than 
U.S. add $6.00 more.  Visit our website 
for the complete library.

www.zdpublishing.com

ZD Publishing, Inc.
P.O. Box 3487
Wichita, KS  67201
888-310-3134

Works just like a Camera
Direct Display of 2 or 3 Blade Props
Twins, Singles even Helicopters
Through the Windscreen
No wires, 9 Volt Battery
Auto Power-Off Feature

$269 FACTORY-DIRECT

10 Year Warranty

Made in USAThe Professional’s Choice

One RPM

One Second

Any Color

Accuracy
& Resolution

Update Time

Propeller

PROPTACH Wireless Optical
Tachometer

Cardinal Electronics Inc.
PO Box 70136

Lansing, Michigan 48908

Toll-Free 800 344 9469
Tel. 517 321 6618
Fax 517 321 4988

www.proptach.com

www.SafeFlightIntl.com  858.451.2742

West Coast 
P210 & T210 
Training
GTN750/G500/
G600
G1000, STEC 
55X

 

 

 

Chuck McGill  Master CFI, CFII, MEI  FAA Aviation Safety Counselor

INITIAL & RECURRENT

210 FLIGHT TRAINING

INSURANCE APPROVED

172,177,182,210,303,337 PA-23, PA-28, PA-31                                                                        

FAX: 316-945-
0059  

Cox Airparts, LLC
3525 W. 30th. St. S. TEL: 316-945-0737
Wichita, KS 67217 FAX: 316-945-0059 

RCOX@COXAIRPARTS.COM             OVERHAUL
AOG                  WWW.COXAIRPARTS.COM              EX-CHANGE              

FAMILY OWENED AND OPERATED SINCE 2009  

AOG Service
Quick turnaround
Quality Guaranteed
Technical assistance

CALL FOR PRICE AND AVAILABILITY 

CARBURETOR HEAT BOX 
REPAIRS AND S.T.C. KITS

341 Lisa Lane  Pasco, WA 99301
www.dynamicpropeller.com

509-546-0430

Cessna Marketplace

Standby Vacuum/Pressure Systems 
for Single-Engine Aircraft

FAA-PMA APPROVED KITS
 To Order - Call Today!

800-433-5689
5300B Airport Rd. Mineral Wells, TX

Voice 940- 325-7625 • Fax 940-325-7034
    www.aerosafe.net

Aero Safe Corporation
Guardian I
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Searching for interesting 
places to fly? 

Attend affordable 
CONVENTIONS, TOURS, 
and FLYINs throughout the 
United States and Canada.  
Join North America's premier 
family oriented flying 
organization at
www.flyingfarmers.org 
or call  217-489-9300  (06/12)

Customized Recurrent
Flight Training

Qualified in
Cessna 150 through 421

Specializing in
High Performance Aircraft

& Avionics Operation& Avionics Operation

Pat Scott, CFII, ASMEL
www.scottairflighttraining.com
Cave Creek, AZ,  602-361-9663



Cessna Marketplace

The Cessna Pilots Association’s  
Cessna 210 Centurion Inspection Guidelines
This guide combines all the CPA resources for 

inspecting your 210 and is available to current CPA 
members only.

To purchase please call 800/343-6416
Price $60.00 plus shipping and handling

The CPA 
Members Forums

The BEST place for 
experienced

 answers  from 
owners and 
mechanics

www.cessna.org

Carburetor Heat
Airbox Repair

info@bachmanairworks.com

423-543-1230
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FUEL CELLS
All Makes & Models - Piston - Turbine - Rotor - Jet

Eagle Fuel Cells
853 Adams Road, 
Eagle River, WI 54521    
Tel: 715-479-6149   Fax: 6344  

800-437-8732

New Cells
Honest 10 year warranty
Quality Installation Kits
FAA Certied TSO & PMA Mfgr
Major Overhaul for vintage
Over 40 years of experience
FAA Certied Repair Station NL5R071N

© 2009 Eagle Fuel Cells-ETC, Inc.

Technical Support / Sales

Quality and Safety
Online catalog 

eaglefuelcells.com

Drain Valve Kits
TSO and STC approved for 
Cessna singles with fuel cells.
Used on original wings or wings 
modied by Cessna SK206-XX.
Recommended by owner 
associations, IA & A&P’s. Our 
valves provide better sumping 
and easy low cost maintenance.
Get 2 stainless steel valves and 
all the installation hardware for 
the price of 1 Cessna valve & kit.  
That’s HALF THE PRICE!



Buyers Guides 
by the independent

 technical experts on 
Cessna aircraft 

available online at 

www.cessna.org

The Van Bortel 
Difference:

SINGLE ENGINE 
MULTI ENGINE
PROP JET
CARAVAN

FASTEST: All AOG orders 
placed by 3:30 p.m. shipped the 
same day with no drop-ship charges
EXPERIENCED: 25-plus years 
specializing exclusively in Cessnas
PRICE: One low price for everyone 

VAN BORTEL AIRCRAFT INC

Cessna Parts
We offer Cessna-unique parts and a complete line of after-market and 
remanufactured products that fit all general aviation aircraft models.

Call our Award Winning Team Members at:

 Genuine Factory Cessna Parts by the World’s Largest Dealer!

Toll Free 888-289-8443

AIRCRAFT
GLARESHIELDS

One piece hand-laminate with a molded Naugahyde 
texture, designed to tuck under the windshield from 
the front totally covering the  top of the instrument 
panel.

Protects Instruments from Intense Heat
The glareshield extends (3) three inches past the 
front of the panel to shade instrument faces.  The 
reinforced “lip” forms a nifty hand-hold on the 
Glareshield’s front edge and provides room for 
mounting optional FAA approved lights for greater 
night visibility.

Glareshield Price List
Cessna 120/140/150 ....................................$295.00
Cessna 170/172 ...........................................$295.00
Cessna 180/182/185 ....................................$295.00
Cessna 205/206/210 ....................................$295.00
Cessna 337 Skymaster ................................$295.00
Beech 33/35/Baron/Travelair ........................$295.00
Mooney 201 ..................................................$295.00
Piper PA 24/30 Comanche, etc. ....................$295.00
Piper PA 28/6/32/34 Cherokee, etc. .............$295.00
Piper PA 38 Tomahawk .................................$295.00
Optional FAA Approved Lights ........................$63.00

AIRCRAFT SPRUCE
225 Airport Circle, Corona, CA 92880

1-800-945-7668 • 1-877-4-SPRUCE • 951-372-9555

www.aircraftglareshield.com
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Remember to get 
your Discounts!

Tell our 
advertisers you 

saw them in 

CESSNA 
PILOTS 
Magazine!

Name  ____________________________________________________________________________

Street  ____________________________________________________________________________

City ________________________________   State_____________ Zip Code_______________

Day Phone # _______________________  E-mail address: _______________________________

Aircraft Information:  Model _______ Cessna Year ______  Serial #  ___________ N # ___________

Membership is open to all those who have an interest in Cessna Aircraft. 
Mail application along with dues to:

Cessna Pilots Association, P.O. Box 5817, Santa Maria, CA  93456

Annual Membership (US/Canada/Mexico) $55.00  • Foreign Membership $70.00
Membership dues include a subscription to the Cessna Pilots Association Magazine for 1 year.

_______ My check or Money order is enclosed. (US Funds Only)

Charge my:  M/C   VISA     American Express    Expiration Date________________

      My account number  _____________________________________________________

      Signature:  _____________________________________________________________
                  (required for credit card use)

Cessna Pilots assoCiation MeMbershiP aPPliCation

SANDY’S AIRPARK (800) 908-4359  •  www.sandysairpark.com

• Complies with FAA residential 
access rules

• Home sites up to 2.4 acres
• All underground public utilities
• Complete aircraft services
• New homes with hangars from 599K

@ SPORTY’S
SANDY’S AIRPARK

@ SPORTY’S Clermont County/Sporty’s Airport (I69)

• Cincinnati is only a 20 minute drive
• Gated fly-in community 

perfect for flying professionals
• Paved, lighted runway with 

instrument approaches
• No property tax on aircraft 

based in Ohio

A Great Place to Live
For you and your airplane

SA CPA 2012:SA CPA 2012  11/23/11  12:01 PM  Page 1
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CPA Shows Contributors
(Continued from pg. 8595)

Dyball, Hal; Earlywine, John K.; Easter,
Mark A.; Eberle, John; Echemann, R.
A.; Edell, John; Edwards, Gary W.;
Edwards, Greg; Edwards, Ollie H.;
Egan, John G.; Eicher, Don; Eiserer,
Dwight R.; Elam, Jim; Elezian, Robert;
Ellingham, Jack & Teri; Elsavage, E.F.;
Embry, Richard W.; Emerzian, Roy;
Empson, Richard; Erardi, Vince J.;
Esper, Thomas; Eugene Spina & Bill
MacHarg; Everett, Dwight H.; Everett,
Lewis; Ewens, Thomas; Ewy, Charles;
Fagan, James W.; Fahey, Paul;
Fairlamb, Richard C.; Fall, Gregory;
Fanning, Elwin; Fanning, James;
Farber, Gerald L.; Farr, Robert M.;
Farrior, Jack; Faulkner, Dana L.;
Favareille, G. Adrian; Feather, Leroy P.;
Felker, Gary L.; Ferguson, Donald;
Ferris, J.P.; Fey, Marc; Field, Stephen
C.; Fields, Janet; Finley, Michael C.;
Fischer, Vince; Fisher, David; Fisher,
Jim; Fisher, Maury; Fletcher, James W.;
Fliehr, David; Flinn, David G.; Flohr,
Linn; Floyd, Larry K.; Flynn, John;
Follansbee, James C.; Foote, Chris;
Forbes, Randal S.; Foreman, Rick W.;
Forman, D. Michael; Forrest, W.
Stephen; Forrester, David; Fortin,
Stephen; Foster, James W.; Foster, Skip;
Foster, William G.; Foutch, Randy;
Frank, Charles; Franklin, Charles G.;
Franklin, Sean W.; Franks, Michael J.;
Frazier, James K.; Freeman, John R.;
Freye, Timothy; Fulbright, John E.;
Funderburk, Jeff; Furlough, Horace R.;
Gage, Steve; Galanis, Sam; Galkin, Ed;
Gallagher, Loren V.; Gallant, Gilles;
Gamble, James; Gandee, Jim; Gardner,
Jeff; Garrett, Tony; Garrettson, Garry;
Garzione, John E.; Gates, Bruce;
Gatien, Wayne E.; Gaynor, Mary R. &
Llam A.; Genellie, Jerry; Gerfen, Herb;
Gerish, David J.; Gillam, James W.;
Gillett, John; Gillingham, David E.;
Gillmann Jr., Robert W.; Gillmann,
Robert W.; Gilmour, C M Sandy;
Gingell, Rob; Girdler, Rick; Glathe,
William Q.; Gleaves, Phil; Glenn,
Phillip A.; Godfrey, Brian; Godfrey,
Norman; Godston, Joel & Annemarie;
Goldberg, Bruce R.; Goldin, Robert W.;
Goldin, Steven; Goldstein, Greg J.;
Gonzalez, Anthony H.; Gooch, Dick;
Goodnight,  Jon Marc; Grabbe, Wally;
Graham, James L.; Graham, Robert;

AIRCRAFT COVERS

TOLL FREE (U.S. & CANADA) 800/777-6405
Bruce’s Custom Covers
989 E. California Ave.
Sunnyvale, CA 94086

ph: 408/738-3959
fax: 408/738-2729

bruce@aircraftcovers.com

w w w . a i r c r a f t c o v e r s . c o m

Please call Doug, Lynn, or Steve at 801.539.8412

176 North 2200 West, Salt Lake City, UT 84116 • FAX 801.355.8445

info@kingsavionics.com • www.kingsavionics.com

A MODERN GAS SPRING REPLACES       
INEFFECTIVE O.E.M DOOR STOPS 

 

FAA STC-PMA APPROVED FOR 
                                            CESSNA 170, 172, 175, 180, 182, 

 185, 205, 206, 207 & 210 SERIES 
 ($175/Door or $350 per Aircraft) 

CESSNA CARDINAL 177, 177A, 177B  
&177RG ($215/Door or $430 per Aircraft) 

 

MENTION CODE CPA2012 
 AND RECEIVE A 5% DISCOUNT 

 

MTN VIEW AVIATION  
1-800-837-0271 

503-981-4550, Fax 866-554-3798 
www.mtnviewaviation.com 

email: info@mtnviewaviation.com 
 

ALSO MODEL C206/207 FWD UTILITY DOOR 

GPSMAP 696/695
696...P/N 11-07022 ..$1,999.00

695...P/N 11-07023 ..$1,699.00 IC-A24
P/N 11-02942 ............$349.00
IC-A24 220V
P/N 11-04355 ............$325.00

HEADSET A20
P/N 11-08724 ........$1,095.00

FREE
2011-2012 800+ page 

Parts Catalog, 
also on CD!

info@aircraftspruce.com  

 1-877-4-SPRUCE
 7 7 7 8 2 3

AIRCRAFT SPRUCE & SPECIALTY

www.aircraftspruce.com

Avionics Sales Team
Call Toll Free:

800-826-3160
Visit our website for our 
used Avionics Section.

X11P Headset
P/N 13-04790 ...........$799.00

Garmin aera 795/796
Americas,XM  P/N 11-10033   $2,499.00
Americas  �����P/N 11-10034   $2,199.00
Atlantic ���������P/N 11-10035   $2,199.00
Pacific  ����������P/N 11-10036   $2,199.00

Over 60,000 Parts From One Source!



ASL Camguard™ is an advanced oil supplement, 
F.A.A. accepted for use in most piston aircraft engines.  
Camguard is formulated to safeguard the investment 
in your aircraft engine by addressing the complex and 
interrelated problems of corrosion, carbon deposits 
and mechanical wear.

Corrosion results in start-up wear or worse, cam and 
lifter failure.  Camguard combats corrosion by leaving 
a continuous fi lm of inhibitor on metal surfaces. 

Deposits increase engine wear.  They cause normally 
free moving parts to stick and they are abrasive. 
Camguard halts deposit formation, leaving your engine 
clean and parts free to move. 

So whether you fl y a little or a lot, Camguard always 
pays dividends with decreased aircraft engine main-
tenance costs.  Just adding 5% of ASL Camguard to 
your oil at every oil change provides piece of mind that 
comes with knowing your investment is protected.

Call toll free: 1-800-826-9252
www.aslCamGuard.com

• Combats Corrosion
• Reduces Cam & Lifter Wear
• Prevents Deposit Formation
• Conditions Engine Seals 
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(See: Renovation Overview, pg. 8607)

are expecting. Talk to customers to find out how the shop
performed and, if you’re lucky, you may find a customer
who had a problem of some kind. How a shop handles a
problem is a real clue to the kind of people you’ll be deal-
ing with.

With the decision made to go the renovation route ver-
sus new, it is obviously important to start with the right
airplane. I think there are some important factors to con-
sider – cost, condition and reliability, among others. Re-
garding cost, you need to factor in both acquisition and
operating costs. Since you know your money situation
best, I will only make one point on this subject. Don’t be
tempted to buy a cheap, bigger and faster airplane; it’s
cheap for a reason. If your budget is in the 182 range, you
may want to avoid that older, higher time 210. It won’t run
on 182 money. We often meet an owner struggling with the
costs associated with that faster airplane until the final re-
ality of the situation forces a sale. Here’s the crazy part: the
182 he passed up probably met his mission profile, would
have cost less to operate, and would not have had to be
sold under distressed circumstances. Don’t lose your head.

While on the subject of airplane types, here’s something
to consider. Think about the growth potential that STC
mods (supplemental type certificates) can offer some air-
planes. For example, take a ’73 or newer 172 with a 180 hp
conversion and 24 gallon flint tanks. Depending on power
setting, one can go from 110 knot cruise to 120-125 knots,

BEFORE

QUOTES ON:
Cherokee Tanks
Fuel Cells & Metal Tanks
Repair, overhauled & new
Technical Information or
Free Fuel Grade Decals

MONARCH PREMIUM CAPS
Premium Stainless Steel
Umbrella Caps

for your Cessna 177 through 210

www.hartwig-fuelcell.com info@hartwig-fuelcell.com

US: 1-800-843-8033
CDN: 1-800-665-0236

INTL: 1-204-668-3234
FAX: 1-204-339-3351

Keeping aircraft in the air since 1952

NEW TANKS - 10 YEAR WARRANTY

Keeping aircraft in the air since 1952


